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Consul General J. W. Ragsdale of
Tientsin furnished the following Interesting news showing the modern
development of China:
pu
"The president of the
(board of finance) has obtained permission to spend 1,200.001) taels (tael,
80 cents) for the establishment of the
proposed government paper mill at
Tung-ch- u
and the printing office at
Ching-h- o,
in the west of Peking.
Taotals Cheng, Ching-ta- o
and Liu
Shihklen have been appointed directors of these two establishments,
with full powers to engage
foreign experts, purchase machinery,
and do all other matters with a view
to perform their
to enable them
duties without hindrance or Interference. Taotals Cheng was educated in
the United States and was one of the
32 successful candidates who passed
an examination before His Excellency Tang Thaopi, in Peking, obtaining the Chin Shlh literary degree for
economical subjects.
Foreign
Schools.
"The retiring Tartar general of
Klrin, central Manchuria, has memorialized the throne in regard to the
establishment of a foreign-languaschool at Klrin for training Chinese
students to learn foreign languages
apand literature for government
pointment in future. The proposed
school s to he divided Into five classes, namely, English, French, German,
Russian and Japanese, while the num.
ber of students for each class is to be
limited to 20 men, who are between
18 and 25 years of age and descendants of respectable
Tho
families.
teachers are to be engaged- from flvo
countries named, through the medium
of the Chinese ministers at London,
Paris. Berlin, St. Petersburg
and
Tokyo, respectively,
after imperial
sanction has been received by the
memorialists.
The annual expenditure for the maintenance of this
school is to be about Su.uoo taels.
Constitutional Government.
"In view of the good success of
the Tiensln Shih-tz- e
Chu. or
otUce. in this city, establishby
Viceroy
ed
Yuan Shlhkai in th?
winter of 1906 for the purpose of making preparation towards the introduction of the promised
constitutional
government Into China, the Peking
government has issued
instructions
to the governor of Shun-tieadvising him to lose no time In establishing similar offices in the various districts under his jurisdiction, after the
methods of Viceroy Yuan here. Thus
nv. Fel Wei-ye- n
has dispatched an
official to Tientsin to make personal
Investigations in the local
office and copy its existing
ruleH for limitation In Peking and beyond.
"At a recent conference among o
number of officials, gentry and merchants in Peking, ponvened with the
object of concerting measures for the
redemption of t lie Peking-ankow
railway, it was decided to procure a
Ibig loan from certain Belgians who
are acting as agents of various European capitalists."
tu-ch- ih

n,

H

IAFT IS DUE III

2S.
Kansas City, Mo, August
(secretary Taft this morning resumed
bis Journey westward departing on
train for
the 10:10 i'nion Pacific
secured a good
lienver. The
rest last night and after breakfast
Was iliiven over tile city In an auto
Mayor Beardsley
In company
with
and United States Senator Warner.
nun tile ride lie party went directly to the I'nion station, where Taft
was nut by a crowd of people that
He was"
Hied all available spare.
che-retile!
as he passed through
narrow lane of people to the train.
a
and
bowed
adieu
from which he
fe.i moments later the tjrt for tlK
v.
as m. i le.
I1

--

e- -t
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Plead. Not Guilty of Murder.
Trinidad. Colo.. August i. Francis, 'of ionzales, charged with the murand fa.. iniiii
der of t'elotis L'J.-erGomez at
inma plaza ten d iy ;u
today entered a piea of not guilty in
the district court. Attorneys Cha.-o,and Fi.nUs were appointed to defend him.
--

SIMY

SINGE MONDAY NIGHT

Spending Million Dollars For Both Prosecution and Defense
Paper Mill Establishing Foreign
Flay Each Other's Expert WitLanguage Schools and Othernesses Llnderman and
Du Bolses Get
Two
wise Extending Scope of
Her Educational Policy.
Share of Comment.

"

Mountalnalr Have President Small Says AH Reports
From Every Source Are EnScoured That Section But
couraging and That Men
Have Little Hope of
Will Win Their
Flndlngllltlm

Friends

Denver. Colo. August 28 The jury
in the federal court here last night
the Lost
returned a verdict in
On
Spanlfh Bullion Mines case.

the two counts charging fraudulent
misuse of the malls the defendants
were all found guilty, two, however,
being recommended for clemency. On
the other count, charging conspiracy
to defraud by the use of the mails,
were
all but two of the defendants
are:
found guilty. The defendants
C. L. Blackman.A. E. Knaebels. R.
C. Hunt. Arthur Levan, I). H. Lawrence, D. P. Perkins and Edward
Scbben. all of Denver; W. B. Cameron, of Boulder, Colo. ,and George 3.
Dubois and Lee Dubois, of Silver City
N. M.

found
while
Plnkus and Hunt,
guilty on the first two counts, were
recommended for clemency, and they
were both acquitted on the second
charge.
The court granted the defendants until September 12 to apply
for a new trial.
yesterday
were
The arguments
stirring in the extreme and the court
room was crowded.
As to Llnderman
"As to Llnderman, we are compelled to ask the question: Is he an
I think it
Idiot or is he a rascal?
was an insult to the court to have
such a man give such evidence as he
gave, saying that this cave was worth
120,000,000, not counting 31,000,000
tons of low grade ore."
Very Impolitely, although In a very
dispassionate tone, Assistant United
Attorney Ernest
District
States
as unworthy-o- f
Knaebel dlsmisseo.
consideration the testimony of Prof.
Llnderman, mining expert and authority. Knaebel opened the argument for the government In the Lost
Spanish Bullion Mines case yesterday.
He was followed by Ralph Talbot
Franklin
W.
for the defense. C.
made the main address in behalf of
the Indicted promoters and District
Attorney Bone closed for the prosecution.
Xii Ore Krotn Mino us Kvldence
Mr. Knaebel In his argument called attention to the fact that the defense had not offered to bring any
ore from the "mine" and produce It
In court as evidence that it was really a mine.
"Now, If I were Indicted on such
a charge." he said, "and I believed I
had a mine, I would send down there
and bring up a whole carload of ore
and show It right here In court, with
the assay returns, if they really had
any valuable ore In their property,
why didn't they produce some of It.'
That is what I would do If I wanted
to prove my innocence and I think
that any of you would do the same.
That seems to me to be the surest
method of procedure In such a case,
and the simplest."
This line of argument brought Mr.
Talbot again, and for the last time
in this case, Into conflict with the
court. He
took exception to Mr.
Knaebel's statements and said that
he had wanted to offer some ore in
evidence but that Mr. Knaebel had
himself objected and had been sustained by the court.
The objection
had been made on the ground that
the ore was obtained since the Investigation had been started and that,
at the time the promoters were selling the stock, they had not reached
the depth at which those particular
samples were found.
Culled Talliot Down
"Mr. Talbot, you must not lead the
jury to think that the court would
not let you olTer in evidence any produce that would prove you had a
mine," said the court. "If you had
shipped any ore and gotten valuable
returns, you would certainly
have
been allowed to show it.
"In fact, I will now permit you to
show that you have shipped any ore
and obtained any returns from It. if
you can do si, the case will be reopened and you shall have opportunity.
That objection was sustained
because the ore you offered to produce was obtained since this investigation was started and because it
was stuff that you hud not discovered
at the time you began to sell
the
stock.
In"1 shall consider this in my
structions to tile jury."
Counsel for the defense did not
a1, ail lliemseU c-- of tbe court's
offer
to
the case for the offering
of ore fr nil the "mine" us evidence.
Mr. Knaebel's argument consisted
lii. fiy of a resume of some of the
princip:'! p o!:.:s in the evidence, Its
reference to George and Lee Pu Hois
w. s t v. n more
than his
opinion ,f prof, l.inderman.
"I would rather pass over both the
I'u Boh.es if possible." he .said, "but
I can't,
l am compelled
to make
s one ref rence to ihe-- e
persons w h
get up in court and caimly acknowledge that they have perjured
them-

Outfit Totally Destroyed.
Varous Charges
Are Made,
STRIKERS

GONE

'

Shanghai, China. August 2S. Ni
one appreciates better, the fact that
Jxpan wants China, than Joes the
Chinese government and It Is now
taking steps to keep the Japanese
back from the old gate through which
the Island emperor would so much
like to send his troops and which,
the Chinese believe, will be the object
of attack should opportunity ever offer.
China, however. Is educating her
army in modern methods and today
she has one of the best drilled bodies
of men on the eastern hemisphere.
She Is not alone spending money,
.however, for armament and drills, but
for the education of her people In
every line, thus preparing them to
understand the situation to better advantage.
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Howard Coleman Mysteriously Missing From His Sick
Bed Is Object

at

Alive.

Struggle.

Mountalnalr, X. M., August 28.
fSMTlal.) Howard
a
Coleman,
young engineer who' formerly worked
on the Eastern
Hallway of New
Mexico, with S. A.
McCoy,
near
Vaughn, but who came to his home
near here last Friday, sick, left his
room Monday night while in a demented condition
and
wandered
away. Thus far searching
parties
have been unable to find him and It
is almost certain that he has perished In the mountains.
His mother,
who resides In Davenport, la., has
been notified by wire of his disappearance.
Coleman, though a young man,
was an expert engineer, and he wus
one of McCoy's favorite men. He had
been employed on the Eastern Hallway of N'ew Mexico, or Helen cut-oas it Is more commonly known for
some time, and was well known all
along the line. Of late weeks he had
been working near Vaughn, and was
noted as one of the steadiest men on
the Job.
While he wns working at various
points along the cut-ohe has retained his residence at Mountalnalr,
which is at the top of the Abo pass,
and famed for Its excellent climate
and the beauty for Its scenery.
Suddenly 1 taipcarpl
Last Friday, after having suffered
with illness for some days, though
he kept at work, Coleman notified
his employers that he was too 111 to
work and he Immediately came to
his home here.
His condition
became gradually
worse until Monday night. A nurse
who was in charge of the patient
that night, stepped out of the room
for a moment.
On his return, he
found that Coleman had left his bed
and a search of the house failed to
show any sign of the sick man. He
had been delirious at times, and as
none of his clothing was missing. It
became apparent that he had left the
house In a moment of delirium.
Searching Parties I'nMiipocNNfiil
As soon as It was discovered that
he was missing, an alarm was given
and within a short time a number
of men began a search for Coleman,
which up to the present time has
been unsuccessful.
The searchers have Visited every
part of the mountain and canyons
near here, and carefully gone over
every possible place where a. man
might lie hidden, but not a trace of
the missing man, further than a footprint made by a bare foot near the
north end of the town, has been discovered.
WuUiiniiiii Saw Figure
A watchman on some machinery
In the cut-oyards here saw a
figure flit past him Monday night a
short time after Coleman had disappeared, but before he could locate
the movement a second time,
the
figure was lost to view. He believes
It
was
who,
t.'oleman,
that
when he
left his room, as far as Is known,
wore nothing except his night clothing.
The search will be kept up until It
Is positively known that the young
man Is dead, or until he Is found
alive, though scarcely anyone now
expects to find him alive, as his condition at the time of his disappearance was such that the exposure
would undoubtedly have killed him.

Arkansas City, Kas., August 28.
The local office of the Western Union
Telegraph company, together
with
all Instruments, office records and
furniture, was destroyed by fire early today.
The building was saved.
The fire Is believed to have been Incendiary.
The union telegraphers are ablins;
In a search for the Incendiary. They
are not openly charged
with
the
crime, and only a few people insinuate that they caused the fire, directly or Indirectly.
No IH.scxHimglng Ilcort
N'ew York, August 28. President
S. J. Small of the striking telegraphers is carrying on an active campaign
from his quarters at the Astor house
He is In touch with the strike situation In Chicago, Washington,
St.
Louis, Kansas City, Cleveland, Boston and other centers, and from not
one source was there a discouraging
report.
stateIn Bplte of the continued
ments of Western Union and Postal
officials that their business is running
nearly as well as usual, the average
citizen who tries to use the telegraph
finds a decidedly different situation.
Complaints are pouring into the union headquarters from business men.
who threaten suits against the companies for
of telegrams.
' Proopects) Blight
"Prospects were never brighter" for
a successful issue of the strike," said
Mr. Small., "The companies are In
worse shape today than they have
been at any time since the men walked out. We have agents within earshot of every high official of the two
companies una we
know exactly
what the conditions are.
"it Is positively known that the
Portal companies planned to pull off
a stampede yesterday mornlg. They
failed utterly and the double line ot
pickets which we threw around their
main office here had nothing to do.
Men Am Collapsing
"The
strikebreakers are on the
verge of collapse. They have been
employed night and day and the !
mands on them are more than any
human being can stand for more
than two weeks. In the
Western
Union office chief operators and other officials are working the keys In
an effort to keep up a pretense of
currying on business.
"The Western Union abolished the
double pay system commencing yesterday. One-ha- lf
of the force working here last week failed to report
after they had received their pay on
Friday."
Mr. Small snld he met Federal
Commissioner Nelll In Chicago, but
that the meeting was purely social
and the strike was not discussed. He
added that the union was amply prepared to support the strikers for two
months If necessary: also that the
executive board of the Federation of
Labor would In a day or two take up
the matter of the federation's relation to the strike.

ff

saying that they were signed under
duress.
perjurors
way you decide, what faith caneither
you
have In their word?"
Kalph Talbot replied specifically
to this, hinting broadly that Post-offiInspectors Macomic and Rlddi-for- d
could not help being
carried
away by their zeal In Investigating
the case and their anxiety to secure
a conviction against the promoters.
"If It is true that Riddlford and
Macomic have so overcome human
nature," he said, "If they have so
completely disassociated. themselves
from any feeling in this case, and If
those three statements signed by old
man Du Bois were true aiid were
freely and voluntarily made without
duress or threats, then what was the
use of dogging the old man
from
room to room in this building, smuggling him out through the basement
and dragging him off to a room In
the Shirley hotel where
was
he
watched all night? What' was the ue
of all this If he had
made
those
statements of his own free will?"
Th Meeting
As for the minutes of the company and' the reports of directors'
meetings at which Arthur Levan was
the only one present, although all the
directors signed, Mr. Talbot said that
such procedure was not only general
In Colorado but perfectly legal.
"The evidence shows that the directors met amongst each other although not formally organized as a
meeting." he said. "They simply saw
each other and agreed that certain
actions should be taken by the board.
They then communicated this one by
one to the secretary, who extended
their actions on the looks. The directors then called at the office at
their convenience and
signed
the
minutes. Such minutes are perfectly
legal and proper and no Imputation
of guilt can be drawn from
these
facts, as the court will Instruct you."
Mr. Talbot arrayed the list of government witnesses who Baid that the
Lost Bullion property
was a cave
against his own who said that it. was
a mine and declared that the men
who testified for the defense
were
Just as numerous
and worthy of
credence as those for the prosecution.
"It Isn't necessary for me to speak
for Prof. Llnderman," he said, "his
record speaks for Itself. Haven't we
lived here as neighbors? Has he not
been amongst Us 25 years? And yet
Mr. Knaebe'l calls him an Ini'becile."
"Welf-confess-

SIGHT OF POLICEMAN'S SOCORRO NIGHT
STAR CAUSED HIS

AGENT

ff

- CAUGHT ROBBING

TRUNKS

1

,

Awakened Suddenly by - Of- Dwlght Frazler. Arrested In
ficer. He Admits Having
Act. Pleads Guilty to
Killed Negro.
Larceny.
HAS BEEN DODGlXGo-

MANY COMPLAINTS OF

-

FOR PAST TWO YEARS

THAT NATURE MADE

Chicago, August 28. The old saying
out,
will
murder
that
came true. In an unusual way last
night when Policeman Frank Walsh
awakened a man who was asleep in
a doorway at the Illinois hospital.
The man opened his eyes, saw the
policeman's star, and leaping to his
feet, cried out, "You want me for
You
are a policeman."
murder.
Then he started to run but the policeman captured him.
At the station he broke down and
F.
confessed that he Is Charles
Murbage, wanted In llreenleaf, S. C
W.
Hawiey,
a
man named
with
H.
for the murder of a negro named
tlus Tanner two years ago. He said
Hawiey so far has escaped arrest and
that he had been a fugitive for two
years.
Order Him Held
Columbia, S. C, August 28. Governor Ansel's Mcretary
has wired
Chief Shlppey of Chicago to hold
Burbage pending an investigation of
the case.
Inquiry here has elicited tne fact
that a killing took place at (Ireen-lea- f
two years ago, two white men,
Burbage and Hawiey, becoming Involved in a row with the negro, Ous
Tanner, which finally resulted
In
Tanner being beaten and shot to
death. There has never been
any
great effort made to apprehend either of the two men and It Is probable that Burbage might never have
been arrested had ho not divulged
his guilt.

11

YEAR

i

Socorro, N. M., August 2S. (Spoe-lal- .)
With a skeleton key In one
hand and holding the lid of a trunk
in the other, Dwlght Frazler, night
ojierator at the local Santa Fe station, was caught red handed
this
morning robbing trunks left at the
station to be checked. Santa Fe detectives made the capture.
Frazler
plead guilty to the charge of larceny
this morning before a Justice of the
peace and is confined in the Socorro
county jail awaiting trial.
For some time past, the Santa Fe
has been receiving complaints from
Iieople checking trunks at Socorro
that their trunks had been opened
and valuablhs taken from them, Frazler, w ho was the only person around
the station at night, was suspected.
A watch was secreted In the baggage room of the depot and shortly
after midnight the thief appeared
armed with a lantern and a bunch
of keys. Picking out the most prosperous looking trunk from those In
the baggage room, Frazler unstrapped
It and began trying keys In the lock,
with the result that the lock came
open. He was then arrested.

STUDENT ELECTROCUTED
IN

ff

GIRL

PECULIAR

"NO CITIZEN HAS EVER

VANISHES FROM
BUGGY

OLD BOY

Accidentally Sliot
Oolden, Colo., August 28. Royee
boy, was fatally
shot this morning by Lawrence Wilboy
a
liams, Denver
here on a visit.

Allen, a

IN

SAYS
STORM

HORSE INTO A GAR
El Paso, August

2.
full

frightened
horse running at
speed, ridden
by Miss Addie Simmons, a society
leader of this city, dashed 'Into the
front end of a street car last night,
the animal
being instantly killed,
while Miss Simmons, in a shower of
broken glass, was thrown into the
car. She alighted In the lap of a pas.
senger, who was knocked from his
seat and the two fell to the ground.
The inotormaii was knocked down by
the young woman's body and the
brake broken so that the car dashed
madly along for a block
until he
grasped the trolley and pulled It from
the wire.
Miss Simmons was picked up and
found to lie only badly bruised and
lut. The passenger who fell into the
strict with her was slightly hurt.
A

he Was Cleaning Electric
Fairmont, W. Va.. August 28.
. the 11 year-old
son of ConLight When Current
stable M. M. Lawson. committed suicide at his home at Wlnfield today
by shooting himself. The boy bade
Killed Him.
ms moiner gooii nye and
away but nothing was thought walked
of it.;
A little later a report of a gun was
III., August 28. L.
If.
heard near the house and upon rush- - ' liChicago,
ing out of doors, Mrs. Lawson found H. ter, sou of Krigadier Ueneral W.
Chicago,
of
Carter,
head
of
the
her son with hiH head almost blown department of the lakes of the Unitoff. No cuu-for
the
suicide
ed States army, was killed instantly
known.
last night by a remarkable electric
shock sustained In the dairy room
of tlie University of Illinois at ChamSON FATALLY COT BY
paign, where the young man was a
special student.
The victim had been working durBIS
FATHER ing the summer months in the
department of the university
exin order to gel some practical
perience as is customary in
CLEVELAND GIVES
Mascoutuh, lil., August 2s. J,hn schooling. He bail been setIndustrial
at
(isi.r. Jr.. aged S3, died early today task of cleiiilng and polishing the
the
from stab wounds alleged to havi combination electric and gas chanUP HIS VACATION been inflicted by his own father. John delier banging from the ceiling in the
Osier, aged tio, wlio is now undei universpy dairy. He had been workarrest.
Inning a quarrel last nigh; ing
time w lien C. IJ. Potter, a
closely pursued by his father, who fellowvoine
student In un adjoining room,
N'ew York. August 28.
con- - between tile eider
The
ter
wife,
his
and
piercing
a
scream. He rushed
beard
il t' mi of
lent Cleveland, w ho tile aou went l his mother's defense. into tile dairy but Carter was stone
II I!
suffering
i enraged
been
hullfiom
This
acute
the father that they dead.
selves.
gesiion at his bom- - in
Princeton got into a struggle and young Oslo- Carter had been standing on a
Scores Two l)n Hold's
during the summer. Is said to show W.i stabbed. lie lied from the house smali
Matioiiery engine while reach(
"That they have perjured them- some Improvement.
has
liv
gueiil
lie
pursued
his father, who ing the chandelier.
The engine was
selves is obvious. The question for up his customary summer vacation is a edlpple. Despite bis lumncss. fastened
to the concrete floor with
you to determine is when they did so, in
i ta in psnii e, ami Alls. I.leve-linthe father foio.ved the sou at such bolt .J;ieii through tne floor and
whether it was in signing
with t lie i r children, returned a raie of speed tint the latter final. y this completed the circuit of th
tiio'
sAoin statements or heie l:i court, ! i to Princeton ye. ierda.
co la psed.
e'ectil ;ty through his body.
Chaiie--

--
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agrl-cultui- al

N'ew York, August 28.
Miss Agnes
Maguire, a teacher in the Brooklyn
public schools, and her cousin, Chas.
Maguire, of Hover. N'. J., were riding
in a buggy along the shore of Lake
Hopatcong, Monday evening. when
they were
by a violent
overtaken
thunderstorm.
They hurried to a cottage known
as camp "Look Whose Here
and
the young man left his cousin alone
behind the storm flaps of the buggy
while lie hastened into the cottage to
get u suit case. When he returned
within five minutes Miss
Maguire
was not In the buggy.
x
thirty-siFor
hours a hundred
campers along the shores of the lake
have searched for her. and not a
trace of the missing woman have
they found.
up her
given
Tho woman had
school In Brooklyn last February bewas
cause he
near a breakdown.
Her nerves were still weak when she
went to visii fur uncle, Bernard Maguire, In liover. last Thursday. When
the sudden thunderstorm
overtook
her cousin and herself Monday night
she was terrified by the flashes of
lightning.

Brother of Kisit lcad.
1'tica. N. Y.. August 2v Oren
Boot, brother of Secretary of Slate
Kliliu Boot and professor of mathematics and natural sciences at Hamilton for twenty-seve- n
ears. succeeding his father, is dead at his houu
In Clinton, axed Hit years.
He had
been 111 for about a year with cur-- b
of tlie liver.

Thinks Next Congress Must
Act Right or Ruin
Party Chances.
N'ew York. August
2S.
Speaker
O. Cannon.
was the
who
guest of Congressman Joseph C. Sibley on a cruise through the Thousand Islands, Is quoted by an Alexander Bay corespondent of the Herald
as saying in reply to questions
his
candidacy for
the presidency:
"I have not been personally asked
to accept the nomination.
N'o citizen has ever declined It or will ever.
would rather contribute to making
the next session of congress a success so that my party will deserve
and win success in l!nS, than to
have the presidency tendered me on
a golden salvor, if congress does not
act wisely at the next session, there
will not be much need for election
delegates to tlie next national
of
parconvention of the republican
Jo.-ep-

piiM-ibl- e

1

ty "

MOBOCCW M l.l'W Isi
PHOB BI.Y ASS A.sslX TK1.
London, August 2S. V correspondent of the Tribune at Tangier telegraphs under reserve a rumor that
Sultan Abdul Azi has been ass.isi-nate- d
in his palace at fez.
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t

FIGHT
Commerce Commission Orders Sweeping
Reduction In Tariffs.

Interstate

Washington. EL C, AuriiH 28. The
shippers of the .Panhandle of Texas
Vallty of New
and of the I'wios
Mexico have won one of the moot
weeping rat
lctories In the history
of the InterRtja Commerce I'omml-nloprotracted
a
aearlnir. the
after
member decldhiR that the Santa
Fe. as the principal defendant and
key to the situation, had bottled up
the Pecos Valley and was retarding
Us development by about as exorbitant a pyRtem of freight rates as the
commission ha had to deal with the
many a day.
As a result a sweeping order ha
been entered tiy the commission requiring wholtamle reduction In the
rates on almost every commodity required by hnmnn beings to sustain
life and to promote the welfare of
progress.
communities le forwanl
Not In recent years, at any rate,
has the board found such a wholesale policy of taxing the traffic all
that It will bear, and the case is declared to be a shining example of
what a community may expect when
dependent upon one railroad, unless
federal authorities Interfere.
IVco Valley' Iti'oml
The finding of the commission Is
all the more astonishing because the
Santa Fe road claims to have made
an especial effort to colonize the sections referred to and has spent large
sums for years advertising the valley
garden
which becomes a veritable
Hagerman
of
when Irrigated. J.
Molley Magulre mining fame found
an artesian spring In the sands of
Ihe desert which Irrigated an entire
section of land. Despite the fact that
1t was several hundred miles
from
means of transportation. Hagerman
bought a large tract of the desert
and by the expenditure of thousands
of dollars secured one of the most
beautiful plantations in the Southwest Then he began building a railroad toward the north to get his products to market.
The railroad he
sold to the Santa Fe and it formeu
the nucleus of that company's now
comprehensive system In Northern
Texas and New Mexico, One of the
things that Hagerman did was to
plant the greatest apple orchard on
earth, which consists of nearly 7000
acres, and from which he takes a
fortune In fruit every year. Lands
in the section are worth from $20
to $30 an acre and there are 600,-00- 0
good acres.
linen-maIllamei Road
Hagerman spent also $2,000,000 in
building an irrigation dam and Irrigating canals.
Then the government took notice and the Hondo and
the Carlsbad irrigation projects folHagerman, who always is
lowed.
Quarreling with the railroads, insist
ed that the freight rates charged
by them were excessive and but for
poor service and excessive rates the
Pecos Valley would become as thickly settled as the Eastern portions of
the United States. The railroads insisted that Hagerman was a crank
and that they were philanthropists
so far as this country went, and tnat.
but for
their paternalism,
there
would have been no Pecos Valley and
no Panhandle except for grazing purposes.
Now It would appear from the decision of the commission that the
Pecos Valley has flourished despite
the railroads instead of by reason of
them.
For several years the residents of
the valley petitioned the railroads to
reduce many of their rates, but with
poor success. At last they appealed
to the commission after that body
had received the power to fix minimum rates.
n,
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YKSTKi ATI X ti WRECK
Tulsa, I. T., August 28. Frisco officials are Investigating the cause of
1

j

the wreck at Red Fork with a view
responsibility. The
of placing the
blame has been laid at the door of
dispatcher
at Sapulpa, the operthe
ator at Hed Fork
anithe engine
crew of the
d
train.
It is raid the trick dispatcher failed to Issue an order from the chief
dispatcher to the
d
train to
take the skiing at Red Fork. Ths
road hus been cleared to traffic, but
the two locomotives and charred cars
are lying alongside of the track, a
heap of junk.
W. E. Johnson,
searching
the
wreckage today for
of
evidence
east-boun-

rnsn,,r

Santa
Tr k the
,u,
"VHH one

Vrv
accommodating
ticket
rmllo.VPU at ,ne local sta- -

'

rain No. 10, due here yesterday
.earning, did not arrive until 4 o'clock

iis morning after a very strenuous
triii. A washout Just south of Las
Cruors
the first delay, and
llouor. found a satchel full of whls , several caused
of
water over the
ky, with not a bottle injured. In t'Jft track thismiles
side of Las Cruces caused
worst of the wrecknge.
delay,
second
the
train having to
the
Knglnecr
Halliard rf the
snuil'j
cross
train, who escaped dca'.h by pace. this stretch of track at a
Jumping. Is in a serious cnndi'.inn at
the Tulsa hnpsltnl. fine of Yv'm limbs
Word reached the city yesterday
Is crushed and may have to be am that the negro, who caused such a
putated.
furore among trainmen on the Wins-lof Tulsa, who was
J. J. Olnnflelcl
division last week, has been seen
knocked down when the crash came In Socorro. He came as far east as
and trampled on by the passengers Isleta and there turned south toward
In their mad scramble to got out of El I'd so.
The local officials of the
the coach, is In a critical condition. Santa Fe were notified that the black
He Is Injured about th spine and was there, but no orders were sent
complnlns constantly of nn Intense out from here to arrest him.
hurting at tae
back of the head
Many of the Injured have been mov
James Oail Is back at his old Job
ed to their homes.
taking orders from the machine shops
foreman and in turn
transmitting
them to the other machinists.
Mr.
LARGEST TR MX UT
(Jail
on
a
been
has
pleasure
trip east.
OF SAX ItKKXAItniXO
San Bernardino. Calif., August 2S During his absence his position as aswas
The larRest train ever hauled out sistant machine shop foreman
of the Sun liernardlno
Fe filled by Chaw. Brandt. Mr. Brandt
Santa
yards by a single locomotive left ts back In charge of the material deTuesday morning for Orange.
It partment again.
a
consisted of BO loaded cars. 33 empty
Harry Aspenwall. of the bonus decars, and a tonnage of 2.510 tons. It
was drawn by engine 9 7. one of the partment, has returned from a visit
large decapods used on this division to friends In Detroit, Mich. Harry
for freight work, though a still larger says that the lakes looked pretty
class of engine is employed here, the good to him and If he not hnd
a pass back, he might not have relfinn class.
nearly three turned.
The big train was
fourths of a mile In length and was
Two firemen, a machinist and full
handled with ease by the one engine.
Previous to the commencement
of fledged member of the genius hobo,
the work of reducing the grades be were arrested In a bunch in the lower
tween this city and Orange it would yards this morning early by Officer
not have been possible to have han Sheridan and confined in the city Jail.
mm
dled a train of this size with one
Conductor J. M. Leseney of Las
engine. Rut with the lessening of Vegas
laying
is
on account of the
off
the grades much larger trains can
Conductor
be moved with less expense. A bet- Illness of his wife, and
ter Illustration of the value of the Faulkner is on his run.
lessening of
grades to a railroad
would be hard to find. And yet the ripChas. Beaman, an employe of the
has returned to Las Vegas
sort
work of this
between this citv fromtrack,
a trip to Missouri, where he
and Orange Is not nearly complete. has
on
been
business.
It having hardlv been commenced,
though a large amount of work has
Rrakeman
Sam
of the third
already been accomplished, esnecial district, has traded Sutter
off with Switchly on this end of the line. From Riv- man
Hazlett,
Las
Vegas,
of
for a
erside on the south hundreds of men short time.
and teams are at work beside the
steam shovels and several months
S. Orner, of the boiler works, has
will be required to complete the task gone to Pennsylvania
get
famwhich
Involves the expenditure of ily, when he will moveto here his
at once.
several hundreds thousands of dol
lars.
J. S. Leeds, manager of the S. F.
R. D. department, was In Las Vegas
SAYS TUAIX M APE
yesterday on a business trip.
mm
MII.E PF.R MIX1TE
H. C. Buchanan, of the storehouse
El Paso, Tex.. August 28. "That
train made a mile a minute for 111 department, is on the sick list.
m
m
mues last mgnt,
said a passenger
Special Officer Sheridan transacted
who stepped from No. 9 of the Santa
Fe at the EI Paso Union depot Mon- - business in Bernalillo yesterday.
aay morning.
Depot Master Overtreet Is in GalThe passenger then proceeded to
explain that the train made the trip lup on business.
from Raton to Las Vegas, a distance
NOTICE FOfl PIBLICATIOX.
or
mues, in z hours and 45 mm
of the Interior, Land Ofuies. or lea minutes. "There were Department
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
six stops." he said, "so I allow the
54 minutes difference between
August 19, 1907.
111
Notice Is hereby given that Cres-enci- o
and 165 for those stops, making the
Martin, of Cabezon, N. M., has
raie traveled a mile a minute.
"The stretch of track between Ra filed notice of his intention to make
ton and Las Vegas is a fine one, run- final five year proof In support of
his
ning over a rolling prairie countrv, claim, viz: Homestead Entrv No.
and the Santa Fe has some of the 8221, made January 24, 1905, for the
finest engines on that division that I lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
ever saw. I asked the engineer about 16 N., Range 6 W., and that said
mem ana he said they were called proof ,wlll be made befor H. W. S.
balance compounds ami are of the Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at
14U0 class.
He said the one
that Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
made this run had been in service 1907.
about three years and that the older
He names the following witnesses
she got the faster she ran and the to prove his continuous residence upraster she ran the easier the riding." on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
BIBLE IXJECTFn IXTO RATE
N. M.; Eugenlo Chavez, of Bernalillo,
CASH HE FORE COMMIssfOV N. M.; Ellas Montoya, of Sandoval,
Washington, D. C, August 28 The N. M.; Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
niDie nas been invoked as an aren
ment before the Interstate Commerce
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Commission to compel the
Illinois
Register.
Railroad to quote through
central
u
rates in conjunction with the Chica
The Limit of XAte.
go ana Milwaukee Electr e n l lrn.nl
The most eminent medical sclent-Itst- s
The scriptural reference was made by
are unanimous in the conclusion
ine nerenaant. as roliows:
that the generally accepted limita"It is not the province of the com- tion of human life Is many years bemission to distribute business
low the attainment possible with the
be
tween competing carriers.
And the advanced knowledge of which
the
petition of the complainant is a good race is now possessed. The critical
(leal line tne man who
period,
to
cried
that determines its duration,
Jesus: 'Lord, compel my brother to seems to be between 60 and 60; the
divide the inheritance with me." And proper care of the bodv durine this
the complainant Is really calling up decade cannot be too strongly urged;
on the commission to make the stur. carelessness then being fatal to longdy old carriers who are now enjoying evity.
Nature's best helper after 60
ine Business divide It with the new- is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
comer."
medicine that revitalizes every organ
A slip in the Biblical quotation was of the body.
Guaranteed by all drugpromptly seized upon by counsel for gists. 60c.
tne piaintirr, the electric road, and
Tvodnl for Tnrl.irdcflnr. o n
made much of In his reply brief. The
r.i.cnan.
a Tirpn'irutinn n v,tra.olU
quotation, it is declared, should read: Rln
"And one of the company said unto and contains the same juices found
him: 'Master, speak to my brother In a healthy stomach.
It digests
that he may divide the Inheritance mini you eat. ooia oy j. ii. w jtiei-l- y
"
with me.'
& Co,
Roadmaster Hlack of that part of
the Santa Fe south of Rincon, running to El Paso and Silver City, went
to Silver City from Rincon on an Inspection trip this morning. He rode
In the cab of the engine of passenger train No. 9. He reports the track
In fairly good condition, taking Into consideration the extraordinary
amount of rain that has fallen along
it for the last few weeks. It Is rather
soft in a few places, but not in a
dangerous condition at all.
7st-houn-
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PERSONAL

Paragraphs

Mrs. I). J. I.prihv of I,ns Vegas,
left this afternoon for Katon.
're.enclo Mnnxunnres, of San Miguel, Is In Santa Ke on private business.
Horn,

yesterday to Mr. and Mr.
Itichard Wetherlll, of ltnma avenue,
a boy baby.
M. Ward anl I.. M. Markhnm,
beet sugar men from Lamar, Colo.,
are In Las Vegas.
Jose Ma. Martinez was In I.ns Vegas on a business trip today from his
home at Trementino.
K. 7.. Vogl, connected with the Olo
rlela Mercantile and Live Stock Company, is In Santa Fe.
Mrs. Mary It. Hamilton and Miss
Cophla tlllchrlst, of Les Vegas, are
In Albuquerque visiting friends.
Judge O. T. Toombs, a well known
attorney of Clayton, arrived In Las
Vegas this afternoon on business.
Mrs. John H. Kirby has returned
after a visit of about three months
with home folks at Cleveland, Ohio.
Pnm Hyde, the Janitor at the Sa- ta Fe offices In Iis Vegas, has returned from a visit to Topeka, Kansas.

Tony Sena and family of Las VeIwive gone to Harstow,
Cal.,
where Mr. Mena Is employed by the
Santa Fe.
Jack Scales of Albuquerque, representing
the
American Tobacco
company, Is in Las Vegas calling on
his customers.
James A. Dick and family are visiting In Las Vegas for a few days while
on their return to their home In EI
Paso from a trip east.
Miss Claude Edgar and Miss Helen
Gibson have returned to the city after a pleasant outing spent at Hanee's
ranch at Grand Canyon.
Rev. O. B. Holliday, pastor of the
Methodist church south, left yesterday for CarIton, Mo., where he will
pay a brief visit to relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Llttell of Texarkana,
who have been the guests of He v.
and Mrs. Bullard, of Las Vegas, left
this afternoon for their home.
Geo. E. Vlgus, of Augusta, Me., has
arrived In Las Vegas and will spend
the winter there visiting with hU
brother. Prof. AV. H. Vlgus.
Lester Jackson, son of E. V. Jackson of the Blake mines, left
this
afternoon for GoMen, Colo., where he
will attend the School of Mines,
Mrs. V. H.
Ilishel
Miss
and
Blanche Klshel, f Velarde, arrived
In Santa Fe last evening.
They are
connected with the Mission School at
Velarde.
W. H. Clarke, of Holbrook, was a
business visitor i:i Albuquerque yesterday. Mr. Clarke and wife conduct
one of the best h tels In the territory
of Arizona.
A. G. Beauregard is convalescing
from a severe case of typhoid fever,
which confined him to the hospital
several weeks, nnd was able to be
down town yesterday.
M. Tipton, a special agent
'of William
the federal government, who has
been assisting In the investigations
now in progress In New Mexico, Is
at present In Hcswell.
Bishop J. M. Kendrlck Is expected
In the city the latter part of the week
and it is epected that he will fill the
pulpit of the St. John's Episcopal
church next Kunday morning.
W. A. Sml.h of San Juan county
was adjudged insane this morning
and committed to the territorial Insane asylum at Las Vegas.
Sheriff
Boone C. Vaughn of San Juan county
arrived in Santa Fe last night with
the demented man and secured com
gas,
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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BASE BALL

821 North

First Street.

Phone No. 489
t

Clifton

i

vs.

Mclntoish Browns
i

Saturday, August 31,
i Sunday, September J,
Monday, Labor Day

fj

Southwestern Brewery

Admission, 50c.

THE

Ioe Company.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette
Albuquerque

Albuquerque, New Mexico
J

Foundry and

Machine

Works

J.

C. B ALDRID GE

OEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
3
PAINT Coven more. look. beat, w.art
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Alway. In .tock.
Plaster, Lime. Cvinui
Paint, Glass, gash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STKEET ANP COAL AVE. ALHCQCEnQXE, NEW ME
6HERWIN-WiLLIAM-

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints arc always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family, was suffering from cramp colic or cholera
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.
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A. C. BII K KE and JOIIN
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SMJTCHELIj Invite their Mentis to make
ev .Mexico neaaquartert at
,
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deep-seate- d

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy

've-pu-

p

cu-e-

dise.-iRe-

f.

Roofing

K. P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars. Shan
Ings. Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iros
fronts for Buildings.
Hopolro on Mlnln mud mm Moohlnory m Bpoolmitt
foundry eajt side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N a
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Consolidated Liquor Company

C PURIFIES
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was appointed
R. Constant, who
last week to succeed (!. E. Buck,
night ticket agent at the local station, arrived from Eldorado, Kan.,
last night and will take up the dutiij
of his new position tonight.
Mr.
Constant was accompanied by M
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There is no other part of our physical svr.tetn upon which
depends as upon the Wood. The muscles, nerves, bones, sinews so much
and
other portions of the body are sustained, developed and enabled tosin
periorm
ftnt
btcau"e
they
are
supplied with nourishment and
'.x.t,
Ihealthful
properties through the circulation. In various ways the blood
becomes contaminated and polluted.
A slujrsish, inactive
of the
ystem, and torpid state of the avenues of bodily waste, will condition
leave ti e rt'i'se
nd waste mattet of the body to sour and form uric and other
which
re absorbed into the blood and Rheumatism, or some itching, acis
disfi-urtin disease is the result. Muddy, sallow complexions, eruptions, splotches'
pimples etc all show that some humor has tai.cn root in the circulat on
nd rendered it sour and unfit for nourishing the body
There is scarce'
tiy disease which cannot be traced to the blood. Often the distal-tainteblood )t parents is handed down to children and their lives are a contin-iabattle against disease in some form, usually of a scrofulous nature Rhe
matisni, Cfttarrh, Stiri Diseases, Sores and Ulcers. Contagious Blood Poison
etc., are all
blood trouble, and until this vital fluid is puri"tV
they cannot be cured. For all blood diseases S. P. S. is the best remedy
t
upon the market. This great medicine is made of roots, herbs and bartg
of
and building-uproperties.
It poes down into
the circulation and removes all poisons, impurities and humors, supplies
the blood with the healthful properties it needs and completely
s
blooi
of every kind. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism. Catarrh
Skin li.sn
Sorts and Ulcers, Contagious Blood I'oisou, etc. btvttie it
n:fori ana medical advice ire
fl
rMv vu www. jkj.j THE wir
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATXAKtU,

28. 1907.

mittment papers.
ahlch he eft
for the Meadow City. Certificates
were preentefl from two phvriclans
relative to the mental condition of
Don't Be Deceived By Alluring Discounts-G- et
Our Net
the patient.
The benellt dance given
at the
Prices Before Buying CASH or PAYMENTS,
Casino last night for the local union
telegraphers, who are out on a strike,
was largely attended and a success
in every way.
Those t.resent had a
very good time and the telegraphers
secured ft neat sum of money.
Attorney John Ti. W. Vender,
of
Las Vega.", Irt In Santa Fe cm legal
business. Mr. Veeder was accompan- uy .wrs. j. w. veener and Mi
Florence Veeder, of Schnectady, Ne
Tork.
J. I. O'De.ll and Chns. Ttrnmn
,, ,
j-- i
- m;i:k.
left Chicago last September on horseKm
Bedsteads $1.30 and up;this
Chairs 6Uc and up; Steel Couches, $5
back and who have been spending
and up; Steel Springs $2 and up; Imported Gold Band Teas, $1 a set;
ine last ten clays In Las Vegas, left
Imported Gold Band Dinner Plates 85c; Art Squares $3.50 and up;
mi:' looiniMg to resume tneir long
Refrigerators to close out at cost; Carpets 25c yard and up; Matride.
"
tings 15c yard and up.
Wednesday evening, August 2R,
Navajo Tribe No. 3. 1. O. U M . will
Initiate a class of ten pale faces Inl
me mysteries or the order. After the
ceremonies refreshments will be serv.
West End Viaduct
ed and a good time Is expected.
Mr. and
Mrs. H. J. Rvan
and
grandaughter Miss Margurlte Clux-toand Mrs. Ryan's sister, Mrs.
Uuerr, returned to Las Veiras this
afternoon from a several weeks' visit
in California.
E. Z. Vogt. of Olorleta. arrived In
Santa Fe last evening, going there
io meet nis cousin, v. Ogden Vogt,
of New York, who Is a secretary of
the hoard of home missions of the
iresDyterlan church.
Charles F. Hunt, of El Paso, Tex
as, lormeriy or Albuquerque, la a
visitor in Santa Fe. He is engaged
In the live stock and ranching busi
ness, and was formerly sheriff of
iternaiuio county.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul Eclipse Wind Mills, LightningHay Presses, Walter A Wood
livan left Santa Fe this mornlnir for
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
points in Mora county, where he goes
to look at some irrigation projects
ALL KINDS VEHICLES
secure
hydrographlc data con
and
cerning tne now of streams there.
"
1
ALBtimiFRnTlRMr. and Mrs. Wm. Rhodes, Mrs. Write ns for
I
OC
Dan Rhodes, Mrs. M. Rhodes, Mr. Catalogue anil Pikes
NEW MEXICO
and Mrs. Robert O'Bryan of Louisville, Ky., Joe Burks, Billie Burks,
and L. M. McNeace, returned to Las
Vegas last evening from a several
J. D. EaklB, Pregluent.
Cfcis. Mellni, Iwrtttrr
weeks' camping trip on the Rio PuO. Oloml, Vlc Presides
O. Btcaecal, TTAM!r- -,
eblo.
Mr. and Mrs. H. XT. Mudge, II. U.
Mudge. Jr., Paul Mudge, Mr. and
Mrs. William Bradbury and Earl S.
Voorhls were In Las Vegas this morneaeeeuora to
ing. The party have been spending
MELINI
"J, ,nd BACHECHI A QIOMI.
a month at Mr. Mudge's summer
home on the upper Pecos, and left
WMOLtBALK DKALKR9 IN
on No. 2 this afternoon for the east.
Mr. and Mrs. William
B. Prince,
who have been In Santa Fe for a
week on a visit to their parents.Hon.
W k00p tvrytbtng la Hook to outfit too
and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, left
moat fastidious bar oomploto
today overland for the Prince Sunshine
ranch.
north of Espanola,
PPO'nt!
xelutlvt agent. In th South
S'y,!,b,I?
where
.
Prince now Is.
JLemp and 8t LouK A. B. C. Breweries; Ylloiton
Considerable damage has been done
Green River, V. H. McBr.y.r'. Cedar Brook,
to the
property by a cloudburst
T.J m
reh, .nd other et.nderd .rend, of whl.kle. too num.roVt.
which occurred recently In that vicinity.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
Morgan O. Llewellyn, of Santa Fe;
Harry O. Coors, Jr., of Las Vegas;
John W. Wilson, of Albuquerque;
Harry S. Bowman, of Las Vegas and
Thomas K. D. Maddlson, of Albuquerque, are now full fledged attorneys and counsellors-at-laand
entitled to practice their profession
In New Mexico.
Licenses were granted to them yesterday afternoon by
the territorial supreme court.
Brother E. Lewis, who has been
for the past two terms director of
St. Michael's College, in Santa Fe,
has been transferred to St. Paul,
Minnesota, where he will have charge
of a large high school conducted by
the Christian
Brothers.
Brother
Hermes Joseph, who until recently,
has been director of the La Salle InI?t me paper nnd paint yonr
stitute In Chicago. Illinois, has been
nouse.
Satisfaction
appointed as Brother Lewis' successrroropt at ten Uon to mail guaranteed,
orders.
or at the capital city. He arrived
last evening to take charge of the InD. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Go.
J.
stitution which will reopen for the
fall semester on Monday, September
Z
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Is the most successful medicine yet produced for thes diseasts and can
always be depended upon.
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer'is over. Buy it now.

The Holfenbcch Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship

and patronage

Is

appreciated.

Courtesy

and

attention to gueUs is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeclt Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and deelrable.
Depot and beach line care stop at the Holler. beck door.
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INTO

BORROWS

OBSERVANCE

ATTEND 15TH

LATER STEALS

CONGRESS

SECURITY

LABOR

OF RAILWAY TO USE

DAY

URGED

of Us Kind.

In Arizona.

It as Holiday.

August 28.
Cal..
Sacramento.
The program of set speeches and
prepared jajer at the fifteenth
Irrigation congress will be the
broadest In fcope of any convention
ever held In the United States for
the promotion of the public welfare.
'Conservation of resources will be the
keynote and the program will Include
addresses by representatives of all of
organizations
the great
national
which seek to promote conservation
nd development along broad and
national lines. The irrigation
has long been a forestry con-r- e
because of the close connection
wh,,,h exists between the preserva
tion o: n lorifsis and the use or
water so Conserved for Irrigation. It
Is now reCOgtilxed that there is a
community of lntert between Irri
gation and drainage, between irritransportation
gation and deep-watand between Irrigation and all of the
great Industries which are or may be
developed In the territory adjacent to
the Irrigable lands.
PlHtlngulslMxl Speakers
The program of the Sacramento
Irrigation congress which Is now
nearly complete, will Include ad
dresses by the prescient or other ais
tinguished representatives of the Na
tional Drainage Assn., the Nutlonal
Rivers and Harbors Congress, the
American Forestry Assn.. the Ameri
can Mining Congress, and the
Congress,
Commercial
Hon. Geo. E. Bars(w of Barstow,
Texas, president
of tha Drainage
Congress, will be present nfl.u will deliver an address. The Hlver and
Harbors Congress will be represented
by Hon. Jno. A. Fox of Cincinnati,
Ohio, special director; the American
Mining Congress will be represented
by Hon. J. J. Callbreath of Denver.
Colorado;
the
vongres
ay President H. D. IAve-lun- d
of San Francisco.

Washington, D. C, August 28
Word Is momentarily expected from
Tucsor, Ar'x. of the arrest there of
E. II. Potts, on a warrant Issued In
him with the
this city, charging
theft of five certificates of Erie railroad stock from the American National bank, where he was temporarily employed during the last two
The warrant was
weeks In July.
sworn out yesterday by Robert N.
Harper, president of the bank, based
the securities are
uion the fact that bank,
and that a
missing from the
portion of them were pledged by
Potts in a Baltimore bank as collar
eral for a loan.
Is
In Tucsort,
Belief that Potts
Ariz., resits upon a message received
from him at that point by the bank
In Baltimore Monday, In answer to a
letter,, forwarded
to him from his
home In Virginia.
The conduct of Potts, after taking
the bonds and disposing of a portion
of them, marks him as one of the
coolest men ever enmeshed In the
toils of wrong-doinAbout July 27
he left the bank, where he had taken the place of a clerk who was on
his vacation, and It Is assumed that
some time within the previous two
weeks he had taken the certificates
of stock.
Aminos
'a Loan
A few' day later ha applied to A
bank in Baltimore for a loan of
offering two of the certificates
as collateral. He stated to the bank
president, with whom he was acquainted, that he Intended to go Into
business In that city, and wanted to
use the proceeds of the loan for that
purpose. He deposited $500 with tha
bank as evidence of good faith, and
then went to the home of his parents at Hillsboro, Va.
Potts remained about Hillsboro for
five days, coming to Washington occasionally, and twice, at least, making
the trip home on the same train with
President Harper, with whom he conversed freely and In a contldental
manner. On several occasions Cashier Lynn, of the American bank, also
conversed with Potts.
The young
man appeared perfectly at ease and
In excellent spirits. He spent his time
In Virginia, going about openly from
place to place, visiting well known
families there.
On August 3 the stock market suddenly dropped four or five points.
The next day the Baltimore bank
called Potts' attention to the fact In
a letter addressed to him at Hillsboro, Va., the address he had given.
The bank wrote asking whether the
stock should be sold, and at what
price. The letter stated that if the
stock was not sold he must make
further deposit with the bank to
cover the lower Quotations In the
New York market.
i
IVIcfiraplis to the Hank.
In the meantime Potts had left the
home of his parents in Virginia, and
the letter was forwarded to Tucson,
Ariz.
He received the letter and
sent a telegram In reply, dated last
Sunday, stating that he would send
an additional $1,000 as margin for
the stock.
While these transactions were In
progress the certificates were missed
from the bank, on August 9, and
President Harper Immediately took
steps to stop any use of the securi-- 1
ties,, either by sale or as collateral
on loans. The loss was reported to
the local police, and a circular sent '
out to all the national banks of the
country, to many stock brokers, and
omer nnancial Institutions.
Bankers, brokers, financial neonts
and others were requested to
erate in locating the stock, and to '
notify the police if offered for saie
or as collateral for loans. They
were '
also requested to cause the arrest and
detention, pending an investigation,1
of any one who should be found In
possession or me certificates.
(Jot Copy of (irculnr.
A copy of this circular reached tha
bank In Baltimore last Tuesdav
morning, and the nrpslrlpnt I Til ,,).'
diately communicated
with Major,
SylveMier.chief of the Washington po- lice, and with President Harper, of.
the American National bank, telling '
ui me transaction witn v.. w vmt.
This was the first lntimntl on thA
bank authorities had of the guilty
party, and they were no lew. mr.
prised when it was ascertained who
had taken the securities than when
they were discovered missing.
As frequently happens
In
such
cases, Potts was an exemplary young
man and a much trusted employe
of the bank. He belongs to a highly
esteemed family In Lioudoun county.
Va.. the parents of the young man
nwng at iiuisuoro.

N. M., August 23. Labor day this year falls on Monday,
September 2d, and Governor Curry
a proclamation asklnc
has Issued
that the day be observed as a legal

ss

er

r

Trans-Mlsslssip- pl

Trans-Mississlp- pl

Dully Session.
The program will be divided into
sesMons, each of which will be
in the main to the discussion
of some particular subject. The first
day's session will open at 1:30 p. m.
and will be devoted to addresses of
welcome and responses
and to
speeches by distinguished visitors.
The feature of this session will be
the number of men of prominence
who will be in attendance.
Probably
never before by a western progrum
has there been assembled so many
men prominently Identified with the

affair. of the Nation and of the respective States.
The
of the United States will deliver an
address on this day. Governor Chamberlain of Oregon, president of the
national Irrigation congress, will deliver his address, which by reason of
his leadership and his abilities, will
be one of the great speeches of the
congress.
Addresses of welcome
and similar speeches will be made oy
Governor Jas. N. Glllett of California,
V. S. Senator Perking of California.
Mayor M. R. Beard of Sacramento,
Dr. Benjamin Ide Wheeler, President of the University of California,
and Hon. Arthur R. Briggs, President
of the California State Board of
Trade.
JUXM11SC.
Responses to addresses of welcome
will be made by visiting governors.
Those who have up to this time responded favorably to invitations to
deliver refponses are Governors Albert E. Mead of Washington, Jno. C.
Cutler of Utah, Jos. H. KIbbey of
Arizona. Among others whose presence Is confidently expected and who
no doubt will be glad to respond are
Governor Jno. Sparks of Nevada,
Governor Gooding of Idaho. Governor Toole of Montana, Governor
Buchtel of Colorado, Governor Hoch
of Kansas and Governor It. B. Glenn
of North Carolina.
The second of the session will be
"Conservation day," and will be devoted to discussion along very broad
lines of subjects relating to the conservation of natural resources and especially to governmental action, national and State, designed to accam-tionand state, designed to devlop-men- t.
One of the principal addresses of this day will be by U. H. Senator Francis O. Newlands of Nevada,
who will speak of the work of tha
Inland waterways commission.
nt
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TREATING

ORE

AT

TWOJUEENS

MINES

Wlnkelman, Ariz., August 28. It
has been fully decided that the Two
Queens ores are to be treated at the
mines, and the first shipment of ore
has been made with a view to ascertaining the exact nature of the mining facilities that that will be required for this purpose. The machinery
recently installed at the camp Is of
a most substantial character, and
nhaft and tunnel operations are going forward wilh uninterrupted energy.

1
rDT.. II
Horace r icicner, me
celebrated authority or. diet,
a:
tu:t it i.4 Tw.t th oii;in.
fritv nf food we pit that
but the"
pives us
smnunt tc assimilate.
1

ft

"

Pabst

BlueRibbon
The Bser Quality
of

3

tl'-il-

'

contains as much nourishing
f. J food as good, freeh milk, pre-digested and ready for assimilation into the blood,
where it gives new lifa
strength and vitality.

Krtiet Meyers
V
SiKer A'e.

1:5.

Co.,
Albil'ieriju-PioD-

g.

lr

$3,-50- 0,

The proclamation reads:
of New Mexico, Executive

holiday.
Territory
Otnce.

tabor Day Proclamation.
Whereas, the laws of the UniteJ
States of America designate the first
Monday In September of each year
as a legal holiday to be known as
Labor Day, and
Whereas, the general observance of
the day so wisely approved by congress to promote a higher appreciation 0 the dignity of labor and the
great work It U doing In building up
our beloved country iv. the development of Its various resources, Aid a
due recognition of the day by a'! the
people, will tend to the cultivation
of friendly feeling between labor and
capital, and promote the happiness
of the masses:
I, George Curry,
Now therefore,
governor of the territory of New
Mexico, do hereby proclaim and declare, Monday, the second day of
September, A. D. 1907, a legal holiday, and I earnestly recommend that
all business of whatever nature, excepting such as Is absolutely necessary, be suspended an that day. that
all who desire may have an opportunity to observe the day in such
manner as may seem to them proper
and fitting.
Done at the executive office this
the 26th day of August. A. D. 1907.
Witness mf Kan 3 and the great
seal of the territory of New Mexico.
By the Governor:
GEORGE CURRY.
J. W. RAYNOLDH,
v
Secretary of New Mexico.

im.

A. D.

100,-000,0- 00

MOTT'S

A. W. QLEASON,

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
and acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Bend for
testimonials free.
CO., Props.,
F. J. CHENEY
Toledo, Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
(Seal.)

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Th? ov room a Waknta, Iran
arl arui oinlulonft,liicreaie vlyot
I

.'.'

M. R. Summer--

and banish "tiiii uf meniru
tlt.n."
ar
I. If NLVcn1'
to girl vt womanhoou, atJliiir
vtlnprm-nof ortrnni and body, hi
Known retm(W for rtmn triiMau
thrill. I annul tin ti nllf is hm

LOANS

Agent for thm bett tlr
Inauranem compmnl. Telephone va the amount you
want on your reefdente
and household goeda. It
la danseroua to delay.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
FOR SALE A

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the installment plan. Finest garden land in the valley. Water plenty
for irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. .High, rich,
loamy soil.
'

M

Three room cottage 2 lots in northern part of city on
installment plan. $50 cash.

$850

I JJ
i 700

Wi!I buy a 5 room co"age, with 2 lots, dose in.
$200 each
""'""
intllia LU 5UII pur- -

I1

$1
tU

5

chaser with 8 per cent interest

Two business Iots on corner. A bargain.

$QOOO

f

VV

COAL

!!J000000

net American Block, per ton.. $6.50
Anthracite Not, per ton
$8.50
Anthracite StoTe and Furnace
per ton
$0.50

JOSEPH

The St. Elmo

120

WOOD
S.

BARNETT,

Prop'f.

West Railroad

Avenue

Beaven

A. D. C
Bottled Beers -
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4
All the business men of Albu- can assist materially in
tutniue
advertising the big
l.y
f iir,
bringing to The Citizen office
their business envelopes and
4 having an advertisement printed
upon the reverse side. The fair
association will pay all chirges.
und the management urges all
who are Interested in Its success
4 to avail themselves
of nig 4
means of rendering assistance. 4
Kvcryrwxly Should Know."
says . G. Hays, a prominent
business man of niuff. Mo., that Huck-len- 's
Arnica Salve Is the quickest
and surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
ctse of piles, rve us, it and know
what I'm talking about." Guaranteed
by all drii,'ists. 25c.
If you want anything on eirth. you
ca.i get It through the want columns
f The Evening Citizen.
Wa get

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from

To Colorado and eastern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rates to principal points.
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Guaranteed

DRUGS

Serial

teT

ACT,
No.

678.

1

1

Bottled

Li.--

-

BKC

ftt?
g

IN ST. LOUIS.
1

1

,

s

St. Paul

'.omfort.
A stylish
shoe

I

K:

If You Want A

f

Plumber

S4.OO

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

St. Louis, U. S. A.
LiyiOK 10., Distributors,
J) Itl

I

m II

-

-

Albuquerque.

i

right.
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

of

Mexico

WFA.
121

From the north to the south
and with lu branch lines reaches the most important cities,
such aa Chihuahua, Torreon.
Zacateoas, Aguascallentes, San
Ixuls, Potojrl, Tamplco, Irapua-tGuadalajara,
o,

The City of Mexico
places worth
The Richest Mining, I.nmhor
and Cattle Producing tanda
Made Accessible by TUU
Greut System.
Feeing.

TOURISTS

learn of much that U
Intensely Interesting and creata
a desire to visit the
Oan

CHAPLlfi
Railroad Ana 00

LAND OF THE

MONTEZUMAS

by obtaining a map folder of th

Mexican Central Railway, as

KILL the COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

s

The
Railway

and many other

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

THE AMERICAN BREWING CO.,
lUNMJUDAIii)

81, Iti J Cnm

)xfords,

Agent.

rJ

8

THE

Standard

$3-- 5

PURDY,

South First Street,

Mexican Central

or Minneapolis and

Tickets on
sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office for Par-

E.

SOT

Traverses the Republic

r!,Hosiht;Worldove,
1 12

that's

return $52.10.

T

PIONEER BAKERY

!

absolutely
Tomforicble

ticulars.

l

weary mile to even equal our cakea,
pies, pastry, rolls, etc. Our goods
are always in demand, because those
who know appreciate their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

hr

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.
!

aching

:aused by stiff soles and the
fvils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Cr ss. It
snables a woman to be on
feet for hours at a time with

Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

M

j

The burning and

re-tu- rn

I

A MO

In the way of bakery products? Certain it la that you'll travel many a

-

m

LtV

Ml

St. Louis Bohemian

U

f

CLUB flOOMS

CAN YOU BEAT THIS 7

i

'

SAM

EXCURSIONS

I

'

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

co-op- -1

Endorsed by the County.
"The most popular remedy
Otsego county, and the best friendin of my
family," writes Wm. M. Dletz editor
ind publisher of the OLseiro Journal.
Gllbertsville. N. Y.. 'is Dr. King's
.cw iMcoery. n nas provea to be
an Infallible cure for coughs and
colds, making short work
of the
worst of them. We alwavs keep a
bottle In the house. I believe it to
be the most valuable
prescription
known for lung and throat diseases."
Guaranteed to never dlsannnlnt h
taker, by all druggists. Price 50c and
l.uu. Trial bottle free.

Finest Whiskies

ro

No breaking in
needed

TORNXLLO.

John

This

week only.

TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

For Family Use,

Abstract of title turn
lahed on Bernalillo County prop rerty on abort notice. The only met of abstract booka that la up to
date. Price reasonable.

on

PINION
AND

"it

Secy.

ABSTRACTS

Have negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real -tate for the paat 20 year;
without a alngle lot to
loaner. Safety and aatla-factlto both partlea.

DRY CEDAR

'

,

Telephone 10

Fire Insurance

They Prove of Value. They
Will be Planted in
America.

relt

Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Chenney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney
Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pny the sum
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
my presence, this 6th day of December,

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

219 WestGold

Washington, D. C. August 28.
The Santa Fe railway has made arrangements to send the manager of
Its tie and timber department, E. O.
Faulkner, to Australia about Sepf 1
to make a study of the eucalyptus
trees of that country with a st eclal
view to their value as tie timber. The
eucalypts are natives of Australia,
but have flourished In the southwestern part of the CTnited States, and especially In California, The tree grows
rapidly, Is tall and straight; and cerdecay and are
tain species
fitted tor railway ties.
To ImMrt Tii.
It Is not the purpose of the railway
company to Import ties from Australia, but to study the trees, note the
species, and secure seed of those
bst
not yet Introduced in the United
States.
The railroad began tree
planting last yeaf on a large scale,
and will plant a half million more
the coming winter. In Southern
tre
Callfir(ila
The Species of eucalypts
Imported Irjto tire" United States up to
the present timr are suited only to
planting In California, and In the
part of the United
southwestern
States. They do not thrive In the
northwest, toe Mississippi valley, or
the east.
An ImKrtant Undertaking.
This undertaking by the Santa Fe
marks another step taken by the
railroads of this country to provide
ties by growing them. The demand
at present calls for more than
a year, and the most suitable
woods have already been so heavily
drawn upon that they can no longer
supply the demand, and Inferior
woods are taking their places.
The railroads are looking ahead
and they see that the supply will
grow smaller and the demand larger
from year to year, and to provide
against a tie famine, some of the
larger railroads, other than the Santa Fe, are planting trees on a scale
commensurate
with their future
needs
Such a step as this, taken by railway
companies, indicates the remarkable progress and development
of the Idea of commercial forests In
the United States.

Santa Fe,

J.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

TREES
If

tack Timmc

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

AUSTRALIAN

Sacramento Irrigation Meet Young Man Wanted In Wash- GovernorlCurry Issues Procington Supposed to be
lamation Recommending
Ing Will Be Greatest
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It are to be found brief sketches of placis snd things In Mex-

ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
and historical value, have no
equal In the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent
Et. PA30, TEXAS.
W. D. MVRDOCK,

Pawengnr Traffic Manager.
J. C. MclK)ALlt.
Oenl. Pans. Aent.
CITT OF MEXICO, MEXICO.
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ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

CITIZEN.

A MAN AND HIS FRIENDS

IT IS A rACT
That our business for
the month of August
was the largest in the

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publisfiing Company of Albuquerque, New iMexico.

history of our business for that month.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER
PRESIDENT

MANAGING

EDITOR

WHY?

Because we are giving better goods for
less money. We are
giving courteous and
prompt attention,
personally an d on
this basis we respectfully solicit a
share of your patron-

sunsciurnox rates.
On yenr ry iin II In advance
One month by mall
One month by carrier within city limit

$5.00
AO

00

Kiiterr-ns srvontl-rlns- q
matter at tlio Postofflec of Albuquerque, N. M.,
ndcr Act of Conferred of March S, 1H'9.
d

llliittmt.l daily newspnix--r
medium of the Southwest.

Tins only

In New Mexico

and the boot

lres

Furniture, Crockery, Rugs
VJ1

Service.
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jr newspapers

There nre
few newspapers In New Mexico that have done more harm
than Rood fcy the publication of a lot of fal.e reports anil rumors which
have given this territory somewhat of a black eye In the states but take
the newspapers of New Mexico as a whole and they nre as good as up to
date as will be- found anywhere.
In fact there are no finer newrpapers. considering conditions, in any
portion of the United States.
One thing that predominates' In the newspapers of New Mexico, fs
the spirit of seeing much good and little evil. It Is the spirit that In
latter day phrases might be termed boosting. The average New Mexico
newspaper and the average New Mexico editor, is a booster from the start
to the finish.
to the weekly papers of the terThe Citizen refers yes, particularly
ritory as well as the daily papers.
The paper? of New Mexico have not grown up with the country they
have grown up ahead of the country and they are pulling, boosting and
advertising in an effort to aid in the development of New Mexico. There
In no papeT too small to extol the merits of the soil, climate, minerals, Irrigation projects, lumber areas, and other resources of Its particular section of the territory.
There Is no paper too poor to open Its advertising columns to help boost
a New Mexico enterprise.
There isn't a state or a territory in the union where the newspapers
and the newspaper men work so hard and so effectively for the common
good. The newspaper business in this territory like anywhere else, is no
gold mine. The editor of the small weekly often lays awake nights to
figure the expense account so It will come somewhere near the available
assets. But you enn search each and every weekly paper in this territory
cry of hnrd times or any other sort of a calamity howl,
cry of hard times or any other sort of a clamalty howl.
The Citizen, of course, excepts a few papers owned and controlled by
certain special interests, who make a business of crying calamity, fraud
and corruption.
But the average paper of this territory Is boosting boosting all the
time.
The editors whose light hearted optimism Is paving the way for the
great state of New Mexico, don't get the credit they deserve. They are
worth more to New Mexico thnn all the capital you can crowd within our
boundaries. They will continue to bring the capital here as they have In
the past. They have brought thousands of people to this territory by
spreading broadcast the resources that are ours.
They will continue to take the lead In peopling the greatest and rich
est country In the southwest.
The newspaper men of New Mexico Jiave thei personal quarrels and
animosities but the role of traitor to their territory, is not aracmg their
.
faults.
They may bandy words across the back fence but when it Comes to
the good of New Mexico, they stand in a solid rank with bayonets to the
front.
The people of the territory should support and encourage the newspapers large and small. They are the greatest colonizers and the greatest
educators we nave. As the territory advances in prominence, wealth and
refinement, the newspapers will be found at the head of the column.
Moreover, the papers of the territory go into the homes of the people.
They Infuse confidence In the doubting and encourage the aggressive.
raises the largest melon in the county, he tells the
If Mr.
ditor and the editor tells the neighborhood through his paper.
marries, the paper says nice things; when
When
dies the paper voices the grief of the community.
We are not so large yet that our pnpers do not form the nucleus of
community life.
The editor of a New Mexico paper may have hard rows to hoe but he
Is doing his share and more than his share with a cheerfulness that must
eventually bring Its reward.
While we rejoice at our prosperity and our growing, developing
we should not forget the men who are doing .the lion's share the
editors with their papers published under difficulties none but they will
ever know.
Thin is to the New Mexico editor; he deserves it. every word. Don't
wait until he Is dead to let him know you appreciate him in the commu
nlty. His policies may not always suit you, but think what a howling old
wilderness this would be without him.
n

The Common Geezer the man who pays the bills and the taxes, Isn't
very greatly wrought up over the question as to whether Roosevelt Is a
practical politician or a cold and uncompromising advocate of certain poli
cies. All the Common Geezer cares and knows about Roosevelt is tnat
he has done more for the people of this country than any president in
years and that he gets results first and talks about it afterwards. Roose
velt may be a practical politician hut if he Is, then give us a lew more
practical politicians of the Roosevelt breed, that all.
The west w?nta men who want Jobs and will work for wages, there
Jobs open, men looking for positions are plentiful, says the
McKinley County Republican. The difference between the average Job and
the average position In the west is that the Job pays to the tune of a hundred dollars or so a month and the position pays a salary of about sixty
dollars a month.

are plenty of

The Roswell Record is again preparing a seat on the fence. Having
wet feet and not finding the water warm, the Record finds It convenient to
climb out of the flood and croak in the sunlight on the bank. As a peace
maker, the Record is a fine sample of an up todate fizzle.
The Pecos valley has a press association. It would be a fine thing for
all concerned If a territorial press association could be organized. Such
an association could do much good besides bringing the newspaper men
In closer touch with each other.
may be alright but it Is too old fash
The exchange ssys what It wants to know is where to find a tree
that will grow pie like mother used to make. The Ingratitude of man!
An exchange says that breadfruit

loned.

stamp is one of the neces
The Ar'zona Prospector says the two-cesary commodities that his not been advanced In price. Evidently tome
one on the Prospector has bought a postage stamp recently.
nt

The Pecor. Valley News says the telegraphers' strike Is causing no end
of annoyance because new subscribers are unable to telegraph In their sub
scriptloiis. Can't they bring 'em in with wheel borrows?
Missouri man has filed suit against a railroad company because a s'.a
tion agent called him a blankety fool. It is up to the station agent to prov
his assertion.
A

(Governor Curry will bring a Filipino Servant to Santa Fe. It is now
up to the elite of the Ancient City to import servants from the Philippine

that

a woman can dress

Taft is accused of sounding a keynote which Is an open and insulting
Infringement on 'the rights of William Jennings liryun.
Comet or no comet, says the Silver City Enterprise, coal has gone up
Iireud Is the staff of life; sugar

Is

the cane.

The early fish hook will soon be going ,'imn the pike.

Fault finders are never out

of a Job.

What a man Is (Upends upon himself and everything that Influences his
The family Is a powerful one. The right kind of a wife will have
much to do in bringing out the best there is in him, and the wrong kind of
wire will help develop the worst.
Hut no mutter what the family Influence Is. a man. in large measur".
onslsts of himself and his friends. And when he- comes to analyze the
difference between his friends and his acquaintances, he Is fortunate Indeed
If he finds one real friend for every finger on his two hands. Most men can
count their real friends on the flngars of one, hand.
Think that over. Study out for yourfelf lust how you have carelessly
called' your, friends that can absolutely be depended upon under all

rX-t- f
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I

"WE GET TIIE NEWS FIRST."

A fashion writer is authority for the statement
In fashion on $50 a year. It must be all peekaboo.

i

age.

AI.nrQVF.r.QlT CITIZEN IS:
The lending Ilcpuhlicnn dally nnd weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

TH13

THIS AI.m'QCETSQCK dTIZKX HAS:
Tfic finest eqnlpiHMl Job department In New Mexico.
nnd Auxiliary New
The latcwt reports by Associated
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Strong Block
Corner 2d and Conner

1

life.

Hunter's

Delight
A Good Gun

m

Har-ringto-

and
A mm un it ion

real friend is one who wants you to develop the best there Is In you.
How many of your friends mensure up to this simple standard?
If you are in position to grant special privileges, you will have no
trouble finding friends who will do favors for you with the expectation of
pumng you under obligation and then getting more from you than you
got from them. Hut they will fall away when they find they can't use you,
or when your position in life has so changed that you cun't do something
A

for them.
It is always easy to get friends when you don't need any. Hut the ones
you can count on your fingers are the ones who will be there when you
need them. And you need true friends every minute.
The great thing Is to know the difference between friends and ac
quaintances. The friends who want to help you develop the best there Is
in you are the only friends worth having', the only friends who love you.
Such friends would have you love your wife and family, and be honorable
In all your relations with your fellows.
And you can afford to be Influenc
ed by such friends. You will be a better man for having such friends.
Rut beware of the man who calls himself friend and would have you
do wrong In any relation In life. In order to please or favor him. For
he will betray you whenever It will benefit him to do so, and threw you
aside like a squeezed lemon when your friendship has ceased to be a valu
able asset to him.
Think over whnt the friendship means to you of very person you have
been calling friend. Perhaps it will open your eyes. Anyhow, it pays to
think.

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

five couples are Invited. The committee In charge of the arrangements
are Miss Jean Hubbs. Miss
Ruth
'loss. Miss Jess Mordy, Miss Gladys
McLaughlin and Miss Relna Oruns-fel-

ABOUT TOWN
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There will be some big doings at
meeting of the Elks to be held
T
wis Rapp and wife, of Been, are the
tonight.
John Gardner, a prominent
rei 'tered at the Savoy.
mining man from near Engle, N.
crew. M.. is going to be given his horns and
The Las Vegas wrecking
went to Rlbera this morning to pick a new real live badger sent L. C.
up a bridge girder.
Bennett by Dick Dllllon. Is going to
J. L. Klmra, of the American Lum- - ' be tried out. Mr. Dillon bought the
ber company. Is at present on the badger on cue of his trips to southern New Mexico.
sick list.
W. R. Lyon, cashier at the Ameri
Mrs. R. V. de Armijo, widow of
can Lumber company otlices, is en Melquiasdes Armijo, who was killed
joying a short vacation.
by a Santa Fe train at Sablnal on
Forest Ranger J. H. Sheridan, of July 5th, Is in the city the guest of
District No. 2, Manznno National for- Attorney and Mrs. A. A. Sedlllo. Mrs,
Armijo Is here for the purpose of
est, is In the city on official business.
otriclals or the claims ae
The sale of Lot 17, Block 'IV, meeting
pnrtment of the Santa Fe with a
Park addition, by William N. Phil view
getting damages for the kill
lips and wife to F. IX Pratt, was re ing ofher
of
husband.
corded today.
Loaded with a large collection of
Immigration
Inspector
W.
G.
illustrating the various
Green returned this morning from photograph
El Paso, where he had been on of- phases of industrial and commercial
activity
vicinity and BOO small
of
this
ficial business.
straw sombreros, to each
E. HUlenkoetter, of the American souvenir
which is attached a ribbon bearLumber company, expects to leavp of
ing the words; "Albuquerque,
N.
for the mountains on his vacation M., 19UIT,"
the delegates to the nathe latter part of the week.
tional Irrigation congress will leave
Edward Caley pleaded guilty to the on the evening of August 30 for Saccharge of being drunk on the streets ramento, Cal.
lu police court this
morning and
Assessor S. Grunsfeld announces
was fined $5 and costs. He paid the
that by this evening he will have finfine.
the assessment rolls of BernaDr. Marion Imes, chief Inspector ished
lillo county fur the year of 1907. One
In the bureau of animal Industry, left
be forwarded to the termorning on an official
trip book will
this
auditor, one will be given to
through the eastern part of the terri ritorial
county
the
collector and the third
tory.
will be kept in his office for referMonday evening, August 28th, Na- -' ence. This year's
assessment shows
vajo Tribe No. 3, I. t). it. M. will in- the county wealth to be the largest
itiate a classi of ten palefaces In the In the history of the county.
order. After the ceremonies, refreshments will be served and a good K. The new ambulance ordered by R.
Adams, undertaker nt 501 West
time is expected.
Central avenue, several weeks ago,
The fiesta of San Augustine began arrived
here yesterday. The vehicle
at Isleta last evening si sundown is finished
in eminence purand continued today. The fiesta is ple and all outside
the trimmings are silver
the fiesta or the native people of New plated; the wheels
nave rubber tires
Mexico and not the Indians. Three
these, together with the springs,
dances were in progress in three dif and
greatest
assure
ease to a patient
the
ferent places In Isleta last night.
riding in the ambulance. The inside
Contractor A. W. Hayden has Just Is lighted with electric lights and
there are drawers for bandages, inreceived a combination wood-worng machine for his shop on
West struments, besides seats for doctors
Copper avenue. When the machine and nurse. The cot Is covered with
Is set up It will be able to perform leather cushions and the Inside finishings are In mahogany. In general
sevnal distinctly different operations equipment
It Is provided with every
In dressing lumber.
It is called a
modern convenience and comfort. A
universal wood worker.
Is
depicted on
red cross
side.
Those who bought tickets for the The ambulance Is one of theeach
best that
barbecue dinner which was to have is manufactured by the Rock Falls
been given on the J2nd of August Manufacturing company of Sterling.
by the African .Methodist Episcopal 111., and one of the finest now in the
church may have their money re- territory.
funded by applying to the persona
from wliuni they purchased the tlck-- t
De Witt's Little Early Risers don't
t. Rev. (!. II. Hyas,
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
A mistake was made yesterday In take.
Sold by J. H. O" Rlelly A Co.
a special ilisp.uch published in
tha
Evening Citizen
from Mngdalena
telling nf the shutting down of under
OFF FOR SCHOOL
ground work In the Kelly mine In the
Magilalemt district. The
company is capitalized for the enormous sum ef $5.2riU.fMiu Instead of
The boys and girls will be off for
$2.22 j.Oan, us announced In the disschool shortly and if they need anypatch.
we
are
thing in wealing apparel
Frank Singer. Oscar McCauley, J. prepared to fit them out with ClothWe sell
H. Williams and C
the
were ing, Hats and Shoes.
arraigned before Police Judge 'raig well known "Buster Brown" Shoes
g
Boys
und
for
Girls. Other times
this morning on the charge of
on the property of the Santa $l.li and up. We are selling a nice
Ke K iilroad. They were, given
five line of girls wash dresse s at a big redays each in Jail, The arrests
were duction, iluvs' knee pant, all sizes.
made by Special I if licer Joe Sheridan 2"ic, 5ne and 76c. Boys' knee pants
Boys'
long
of the Santa Fe and .Watchman Fifer. suits, $2.00 to $4.50.
pants suits. $3.50 to $6.00; Boys
The young men of the younger caps, 25c
Boy's
50c;
hats 25e
social set will be the guests of their to $1.25; and
Boys' suspenders, 5c, 10c
young lady friends on next Monday and 15c per
Boys' shirts, 2T,c
pair:
evening at a dance to be given at the to 50c; Boys' waists, 25c to 60c. We
Woman's Club building. The young carry a big line of dress Ginghams
ladies are making elaborate preparShirting, and I'ercales.
To
ations fur the affair and doubtless, Calicos.
boy and. girl buying a pair of
b, fore il Is over, will
the each
show
" Muster Itrown" shoes we will give a
young men it few things in the way school tablet free.
of how to entertain. 1'hey propose to
pay all expenses and tell the young
'A1I HUYFItS VMOV,
WM. 1XL1E
hu they may bring. Twenty- invii
Hi X. 2ml St.
,

p.i-to- r.

tres-p.issln-

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
n
Iver Johnson and
& Richardson w
Revolvers

Our sort of School Clothes puts a Boy on his metal
and his manliness stands right out They're just
right. Don't think of buying cheap or inferior Clothes
for a School Boy. It won't pay. It never pays ! Our
School Suits can not be made better or priced lower.
Our prices and quality agree.
jtV.
Our sort of School Suits are made from the most durable
strong-butto- ns
Cheyiots and Cassimeres. Sewed with
on with strong linen thread. Every point where
strain comes is reinforced. Nothing omitted that would
add to the appearance of the Suit. And yet we name
such moderate prices as
Silk-lini-

$3 00, $4.00, $5.00,
guarantee

We

jYL.

3

every

School Suit we sell to hold

ngs

G OO
up

to the

high

or $7.00
standard

mandell
we

represent.
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SUNSET GROUP IS
ATTRACTING

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

ATTENTION

At Consistent
Prices

.August 2 8. The
Ariz.
Haver.
camp at the Sunset group of claims,
controlled by the Consolidated Copper
Creek company, Is reported as presenting a very busy scene, and the
most energetic activity is oeing
in every part of the group.
The bunk houses and kitchen are
now completed, the new equipment
of machinery is being Installed, and
nreouratlons are being rusnea wun
all possible speed looking toward the
continuation or work on ine main
shaft. The Sunset group adjoins the
well known property of the Rosalie
Copper company, one of the large
producers of the district.

Sour
Stomach

Mr. S. S. Ball, of Hintncod, W, Vs.. awe.
I wm troubled with (our stomach fortwentr
Kodol cured me ana we ere now usisf ft to sua

rre,

lor baby."
FOR BACKAOMI

WtAK KIONIVS

THY
aw $!
aa SLADDtS PlUt-l- sr.
Prepared by I. O. DeWITT OO., Oh kegs

eWim

KIONEV

PPlJ

i

No sppetlta, loss ot trength.vnervoi.
ness, headache, ooxutipation, bad brcuhh.
general debility, sour risings, nd catarrh
of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
Kodol relieves Indigestion. This new dlscov
ery represent the natural Juices of digestion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known toslo
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigeitlo
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.

RIGHT

I

B. RUPPE
203
NUE

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

TO

BANK

AVE-

OF

COMMERCE.

Si

ft)
i

We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

ALBERT FA BER' S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

. ..

Staab Building

f
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EVENING

CITIZE2T.

HAS THE DAYS WHEN VACATIONS RECRUITING, STATION IN YOUNG

E ALBUQUERQUE

GOES

GIRL

TO

Where to Dine Well

,1

BASE BAIL BEE

G

i
4

A. J. MALOY
The place to get

any-- 3

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

Santa Fe Restaurant

JAIL FOR SIXTY

Open Day and Night.

THOUGHT OF

DAYS

Meal at all Hourt. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
.

Trinidad Is to Blame Even And What a Difference Now- - Government Takes Lease for Mother Complaining Witness
the Girl With the Peachy
The Results of the
Two Years- - Lieut. Ball
in Case Against Mary
CheeKs is Interested.
Change.
In Charge.
Morlrro.

Albuquerque is red hot with the
base hall fever. The malady came
with the little association the ltrownj
had with Trinidad lust week, and apparently It will become chronic.
Crnhle. Urowns. HaKerman.
Matson, Trinidad, base ball that Is all
one hears everywhere at the board
house table and on the street. It
in ing
has gotten so far along that the dry
full line
(roods clerk talks strikes and bunts
Intelligently aa he does calicos, and
tlr sweet young thing with the
peachy cheeks has left off discussing
millinery to inquire about the color
m Our
of the suits 'the ball boys wear.
The bank clerk gets orfercescent
g
In discussing what a pitcher ought
to do and what a catcher ought not
to do, and forgets all about the notes
that he neglected to check.
What is going to be the next came?
What will you bet on Clifton? Who
is going to pitch?
I'll bet Galgano
wins his game. This Is the boarding
E
house talk and It Is also the talk on
the street and In the business house.
Albuquerque has the base ball bee
proper, and the next games played
here by teams that stand half a
chance to win against the Browns,
OCXXXXXXXXXXXXJOCJOOCXXDCXJOOC'
will be witnessed by crowds.
The
games with Clifton will attract con
siderable attention, but there Is not
as much interest In these as there I
in the games coming up with Trinidad.
If Trinidad can't do anv better than
iwln by a score of 2 to 1, with equal
nits, five errors and five passes to
assist them, they won't get much in
a game with the Browns with the lat.
ter In form.
I his form business, however, must
be attended to. Practice Is needed
and practice there must be. (5a
gano, Crable, Shay, MeHue and Hale
were out for practice yesterday after
noon, but five out of the team Isn't
enough. There should have been
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXIOOOCXXXXXXXX) more of them out to practice. Man
ager Matson should demand It. Es
pecially should he demand that the
men jvho are getting money for placing ball get out to practice.
After Clifton comes Trinidad, and
then two weeks hence, the Socorro
county fair tournament. These games,
with practice, should put the locals
in line tettie for the territorial fair
tournament.
Uai-gan-

and VEGETABLES

o.

always

A

stock

Prices ARE right
You know the goods
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lome
Cooking
Strictly at

r

OCCIDENTAL

NEVER

314 Central Avenue

3
x
x
3

WERE

Motel

Roller Rink

DOUBLE
far t

'r

it

:

?

WEDDING

Sji

V

AT LOS ANGELES

"Times have changed a great deal
Lieutenant F. W. Hall, of the Uni
the business world since I was a ted States army, Is In the city and has
young man,' 'remarked an old timer engaged
a suite of rooms at the Octhe other day. "Why, when 1 was cidental building which will be used
young we no more thought of having as a recruiting oflloe for the army.
vacation than we thought of flying. Lieut. Ball came here commissioned
Such a thing was unheard of. Wo to establish a recruiting station In
were supposed to have got over all Albuquerque and after looking over
that sort of notions when we left the available quarters In tbjj city
school. In those days it was work chose five rooms at the Occidental
fifty-tw- o
weeks of the year and sev- building. It Is expected that he will
eral hours every night. My exper- sign a two years' leuse today, as it
ience was In the store keeping line. Is the purpuse of the government to
but It was not much better
with keep this recruiting station here at
those who worked in offices.
men
least two years. All
"From this you would suppose that between the ages of 18 and 3n years
times have changed for the better, are eligible to enlist. The medical
but I don't quite agree with that examination of recruits will not be
Idea. To be sure we worked longer made In this city, but in Texas. After
hours, but we did not work as hard passing the examination given here
as we do nw. Averaging the whole by Lieut. Ball, however, there is small
matter up I doubt If we expended chance of one being rejected by the
as much energy In those days as we army medical examiners. The olfl- no now. one thing Is certain, how
ces
opened for receiving re
ever, we did not accomplish half as cruitswillat beonce.
mucn.
'Since those days the telephone
has come to be a necessary convenience in business, the typewriter has LOCAL FIREMEN PREPARE
superceded, almost entirely, the pen
in business correspondence and now
adays we enjoy the luxury of cash
registers, handy filing cases and card
system of bookkeeping. These and
a hundred other improvements make
the conduct of business, not easier,
but quicker and surer. These things
MENT
also make It possible for a business
man to leave his business without
a
few
detriment for
weeks.
The First Vacation.
"I remember the first vacation from
Under the direction of Chief Ryan,
work I ever took, barring absence's the members of the volunteer lire
on account of illness If you would department
of the American Lumber
can mem vacations. 1 left work on a company are
making practice runs
Saturday night and left town on the several times
week.
One of the
Sunday morning following to visit three hose carta teams
enter the
some friends In another town. Mon firemen's tournament atwill
territorthe
day morning I went around cnlllng ial fair. The men are In excellent
on peopie 1 used to know and renew
any
qualitled
condition
give
to
and
Ing acquaintances.
1 found them all
rival hose cart company
busy and they all seemed much sur- competing
for the dlnero.
In
prised to fee me away from my busi a lively chase
and personnel the lumber
ness. Almost without exception they equipment
company
companies
aro
cart
hose
Inquired If any of my relatives In the rignt up to the mark.
place was sick. When I answered in
the negative they gave me a susnlcl
ous look as much as to say, 'Ah, so 0110 OLESQN
RE- you are going to be married after
all.' tor no other reasons excent ill
ness in the family, death or marrlaire
TURNS
TO LIFE
could they conceive of a man leaving
nis uusiness.
TI10 Vnfortunate Ones,
"A person who is deprived of his
Iaimtwr Company lagging
yearly vacation these times considers American
K iM'ncl. Hut
ery
1M4
himself most unfortunate.
This Idea
.Much Alive
has extended even to the trades.
There is scarcely a railroad man who 24 two deck.
does not take his annual lay off now
Otto Oleson, a logging boss for the
adays, and as for the professional American
Lunvber company has re
man he snatches a week here and turned to Albuquerque
resume his
there all summer long for a slight former position with thetofirm.
Oleson
p ,s8' ly
can
EO'
'
reported dead a few weeks ago
.Li
There Bf a m?y ways of pend- - lwa"
.
Und his apparent reincarnation was
...s
vacation as mere are uuierent a glad surpri.se to his friends. About
kinds of people. Hereabouts the ma- - a month ago Oleson
left for the state
w m trnmiui aiiora io go AO tne of Washington
accept
position
California beaches or make any ex- - with a lumber company aof that
trips around the United State gion, and shortly afterward a mess-o- r
foreign countries, go to the moun- - age was received In Albuquerque
springs on mat Oleson had been reported
1
m ss
:..
camping
outings.
r
Manv simnlv la ino0..,,- off and hang around home taking it ' stating that a body had been
found
A
wnicn was supposed to be the re
v
in
lC,e. ormlne ha" ml" of Oleson. Still later develope-?h
"nl-'n1ay
""owed that the logging boss
r ?.LZC.T
... uiid ui lilt ly menU
had not. taken kindly
new Job
dlan pueblos for nine years,
yet he aim naa merely quit it toandhis the coun
has a two weeks' vacation every year. try. At present he Is as much alive as
This clerk is very fond of reading and ne ever was and there seems to be
he spends the vacation reading novels no Immediate prospect
of the breath
to his heart's content.
He always
seems to be greatly refreshed too, or life leaving his bulky frame.
when he returns to business.
Just Kept Sticking Around.
"I know of a man here who has DELEGATES TO IRRIGATION
worked in the shops for a number of
years. This fellow takes his
annual
CONGRESS APPOINTED
vacation, but also stays in town.
Every day of his vacation he visits
shops
the
and hangs around
day
doing nothing but watch theallother
.Mtniqiierqiie Contingent
I .cave
Will
fellows labor. One of his friends
AugiiNt 30
lor SiuTiuiM-nto- ,
asked him what was the sense of hlJ
taking a vacation if he stayed around
W. S. Htrirkler, E. Z. Ross, X. R.
the shops all the time Just the Bame. Swan,
O. K. Neher and H. H. Henlng
" Well,' he said,' In the first place
I don't , know what to do with mv. were appointed delegates to the NaIrrlf7!itlnn
tional
.
niirtfrroa '
i
..i
sen mm in
me seconu. place I enjoy meets at
Sacramento, Cal' yesterday
wHicning ine Doys w ork while I don t! ,,t
a
meeting
of
the
Albuquerque
have a thing to do but smile.
ciuu. ne ucieifates h it
i"iiiiuerriai
..I...
by
Mayor
u",;lonPointed
McKee to Fepresent
.
h
"Mv n h
penuiIlK HIS Vacations ns nnv nr. ,,'i,l..n..
rranK a. iiuoDeil, Jonn
l'-,
r
. "c
AmbruHn Cariilelarln mid
you ever P.letcher,
mmiiii; camera iieniis
F.
McCanna.
The congress meets
saw and he not only spends evtry jrepiemuer
second.
Sunday and holiday taking and di
The Albuquerque
delegates
will
velop4ng photographs, but his sumleave for tsacramento the evening of
mer vacations as well. On his tw August
30. Albuquerque will make a
weeks olt from work eveiy summer strong bid for the
congress next
he takes a trip to various Indian year.
pueblos or other interesting places
in
The
congress
rates
offered
for
the southwest and does nothing but by the Santa Fe are $45the
round trip.
hunt with the camera. He has a. col
lection or views now of which any
amateur may well be proud.
"A good many of the local business KENTUCKY SLAIN BY
men combine business with pleasure
In taking their vacations,
if they go
to New i'ork to buy their fall stock
HE
SHOT
of fcoods they take the family along
and spend a part of the time at tlirf
Sea shore nr iljlii,i, o,A i. ..,..
i....
Mount Sterling, Ky., August 2S.
sights of the large cities
Algln '1 nomas, a prominent farmer
I
"Ministers.
iin.i,.r.t,n,i
spend their vacations substituting in ' Montgomery county, was ghot and
t"'1;ly by MrKatie liruniet,
churches, thus gaining,
tnB --'""
wife of Abe llruiw l,
the desired rest and change as wt
.
i.inn-ias maKinu- h ntiu. .tim
I In i tM"nifi
The Iirumets were tenants of
such occasions It Is not necessary to
deliver fresh sermons, as an old one Thomas, ami the men had a disagreewill serve the purpose fully as well. ment. Today, while liruniet was uway
"l!y far the great majority of work, from home, Thomas shot at his wife
ing women who take vacations spend three times, one bullet grazing her
them visiting with relatives. Women head. She ran and secured a revolhave more sentiment than men and ver tiring at Thomas live times, one
prefer going home to
the folkJ bullet piercing the brain, killing him
any day rather than go visit
to the moun- instantly.
The young woman is In a critical
tains on a hunting or tubing trip."
condition. Thomas was 70 years old
leaves a family. Mrs. liruniet
and
Ic? cream and
cske
at Mrs. is a native
of Johnson county and Is
Strong's tea Friday afternoon.
highly respected.
DeWitt's Kidney and Ii'.adder Pllle
are best for backache and weak kid- ingAt this season wc should eat sparWe should also
and properly.
neys. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
help the stomach as much as pos-- I
State of Ulilo, City or Toledo,
e
siMe by the
of a little Kodol oc-- I
u
Mionally. Kodol for Indigestion and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
lypepii:a will rest the stomach by
dlgestirn of
focd Itself.
L i'T
pup
r.rindle I iu
about 2 Sold by J. 11. O'Rielly the
& Co.
months old. Return to this office
n.i git reward.
One 'on iiiinciai BB.rr I Ultl dliu
prevents constipation. Ask your groKennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup cer
for It
jets gently upon the bowels ami
clears tho whole system of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves in- OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXX5
flammation of the throat and allays
Irritation. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly it
In

able-bodi-

C.

Mary Morlno, charged with larceny and vagrancy, was committed
to the county Jail for sixty days this
morning at 10 o'clock by Justice of
the Peace Oeorge Craig. The complaining witness was the girl's mother
who testified that her daughter broke
down the door- of her house at 1021
Copper avenue, last Saturday night,
entered the apartments
and stol
clothing belonging to her and a sister
of Mary's.
Mary Morlno, who Is good looking
and about twenty years of age, nj
given the police much trouble !
Inst few years and no mean,
have yet been used have been
tent to cause her to correct her
She was in the habit of spendln'
time rrequentlng the Central
.
and other resorts of the city,
Ing and deporting herself in
orderly manner. At times tl
.r
actions have led the police to ...
tnnt she was insane and once she wa
brought before Judge Ira A. Abbott.
who, upon the evidence of the ex
amining physician, discharged her as
sane. The girl did not live at home
with her mother, nor did she seem to
have any stated pluce or residence.

m., August 28.
(Kpt-In- l.)
double wedding occurred at
Los Angeles. California, which con
cerns me rammes or a number of
me most prominent people of this
una several or the surrounding towns.
. .ii.i.vyci
in L.aguna, A. At., was
marrlM to Miss Hose Hlbo, of San
rranciseo. and Nathan Bibo, of
iranis, a. ai., was married to Miss
Julia U. Uri. of San Pranclsnn. Cnl
The parties concerned are related
to Solomon Bibo and Simon Blbo.who
were present at the wedding. Gus
neiss ana Mrs. H. Uanabaum of
N. M., were also guests. The
young
couples are spending
honeymoon at Ocean Park, but their
are
Apecieu iiome in a lew (Jays.
THI.Et JltAIMlIC MA 1 1 KKTS.
Kansns City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mo., August 28
Cattle, 12.000, including 1,000 south
ems. Alarket
steady.
Southern
o pa kj' . oo; southern
cows,
j.jj; siocKers
and feeders.
sj.-'a- ti
5. i5;
bulls,
2.60,3.90;
mi m, i . uiMft i . uu ; western steers,
4.iHir(i'S.80;
western cows, $2,601
A

Cu-ber- o.

Spcrlul at Skating rink Tlmi-nlnlKlit "Tuir of War" on roller
skutes. i:iht men. Also exhibition by Mr. Cortes of driving sixty nulls in a minute, blindfolded.
ay

Admission, Including Skates,
LADIES I It EE.

C. F. Allen
Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and : Storage
Tanks, Hot
Air Furnaces,

Galvanized

mJ

Tin Roofing,
Guttering, etc.

Jobbing

General

.

Kansas City Wool Market.
Kansas city, Mo., August 28.
ineep, o.ncii. Market steady. Muttons. Jo.OOifi 6.75; lambs, $6. DOW
7.35; range wethers, $5 . 00 (u 5 . 60;
fed ewes,
4.25fi 6.60.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, 111., August 2R. Cattle
aoout 2,.'mo. Market steady to shade
lower. ueeves,
.207.30; cows.
.au! a.iiu; Texas titsteers, 3.75fi
o.zo;
caives, 15. 60 7 50; western
S4.25fi6.25; stockers and feeders.
J2.60H 5.00.
:

1ilcajro Wool
Chicago, 111., AugustMarket.
28.
Sheep,
Market 10 lower.
Western,
$3.5f( 5.55;
yearlings.
S5.$uu
6. 3ii; lambs,
. 23 5
7. 15;
western.
2.000.

$5. 25

305 West Gold

L

ActmiHMlon,' lOe
45 Minutes of Amusement

Crystal Theatre

5i

7. 50.

HOTKL

AKIHVALS
Cra lire
Mrs. Fannie I'llger,
Denver;
J.
Kemp. Kansas City; R. liarela, San
Itufael, J. E. Brown. El Paso.
Savor

Lewis Bapp and wife. Tielen; N.
It .Constant and wife. Wichita, Kas.;
F. o. Brown. Santa Fe; Dr. C. Iix,
New York; .Mr. and Mrs. Turdlff Kl

Paso.

e;

8.;S:
Wet-pin-

Willow Shades.
Smile on Me.
Tin?

Stormy

N. M.

leertcr.

Winds Do

I

Slow .

St urge
M. Brunner, Burlington, la.; C.
(Ireenleuf, Chicago; Mr. Jerry
7uimi.
East I.as Vegas:
Henry
Huoeff, San Francisco; Max
B.ier,
Denver; Mrs. John Becker and son,
1'h:i; S. A. McMurey.
Louisville,
John tiarduer, Cutter. X. M.:
Mrs Downs. Winslow,
M rs.
Ariz.;
I.esem:iny San Marcial.
E.

K;

Program:
Soldier.
Italy.

TliirMy

(.rand Central
William Joiu-s- , Las Vegas;
Jas.
.
Las Vegas; Dan Hazel.
Uis
Vega; J. T. Camion, Las Vegas; Mrs.
W. 11 K'shel. Valvcrde, N. M.: Miss
i,
Blanche
Valvenle, N. M.

Ti

J. It. SCOTII,

Mulcl

J.

Director.

M

Bi.-he-

leels

HOTEL PALACE
Everything; New and First
Kates Reasonable
Opposite Depot

Owes Dinsdalk

1

--

1

i

We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash. Doors. Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures of
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.
I
UTH OF VIADUCT
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

Ww

c

--

7
oooooooooo(xxk

M.

NRY'S
Pressing Works

Cleaning

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
.JSt
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.

TO SIIKKIVMEW

Out-of-tow-

It

evident that sheep raisers
must soon own their own graslng
land. There are very few solid tracts
with perfect title. I offer 25.000 acre
grasing tract, on Cebolleta Grant;
also 5.000 acres adjoining, of winter
grazing, with valleys producing fine
corn, etc., without irrigation.
I,. B. PRINCE, Santa Fe, X. M.
Is

THE NEW CITY

DIRECT-0R-

109-11-

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

1

Tel. 480

Y

DQOOOOOOOOOOC

IS NOW COMPLETED,

THE VALLEY RANCH

AND READY FOR DISTRI-

BUTION. SEND THE BOY

If you want to got to

at cool place In a hurry, wire us at Glor-let- a,
telling us what train you will take and come on up.
N.
Our wagon will meet you.
The round trip fare to Glorieta Is SS.60; the stage fare to the
ranch la Si and the rate at the .ancli Is $8 per week.
good time. The B.shing Is
We will try to see that you have
good.

AROUND TO THE CITIZEN

OFFICE FOR A COPY. THE
PRICE IS $1.

THE VALLEY RANCH

Pecos, New Mexico

COCXDCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

& WITH

SCHWARTZMAN

FACTS

Meat, Poultry and Fish '

'

211

.

V

"

W.

Central, Tel. B2B

can't be rubbed out Here are some:
Paint is the only preservative known
(or buildings; the better the paint the
longer It lasts. The M. tb P. paints
are rich In color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your

'

Do You Realize

house or barn use

M. &

P. paints.

.

H

;

RIO

11

Priceless above all possessions Is the
Eyesight. If you suffer from Headaches after using the eyes for a per
iod, or If you have poor vision, SICIC
US. Your Eyes Tested, and an Hon-eOpinion as to their needs I'RKK 1

These Are
Carriage

W$)

st

C.

n.

Hi

tv

Central Ave.

Days

Phone 452.

Reliable

a

l ull Set of Teeth
Gold l ining
Gold Crowiis

$6

$8

Do you intend buying
.enlcle i enjoy the summer monthsT If you
do don't pars us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest Incomes,
Top Buggies. Runabouts, 8 tan hopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Coma and

Albuquerque Carriage

corner First ana Tljeras Road.

QL1 r

Co.

ORS. COPP and FETTIT.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO Iil.PG.

SPENDING

TTXxxixrrxirxrxximirrxxx
an
Tile

far itt

Q

TOO MUCH' MONEY?

Beauty Parlors
120 South Fourth SI.
Hair Dreiting
Shampooing
Scalp Treatment

Maiie

Fcul

A certain man opened a checking account
with us not long ago. He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long, he discovered that he
was earning enough and spending too much.
His checking account gave him a complete
record of all receipts and expenditures. To-ta-y,
this man is saving regularly because he
opened a chicking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.

H

C

Eleclroloiii
Manicuring

Chlldrea'a Hair Cutting
We manufacture all
kinds
of Ladles' Hair Gooda Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, l'uffs. Wies, etc.

REAL HAIR NETS
.initary French
Hair Rolls.
pomp Wave. All
new
to
be
worn under the
shades
hair instead of ruffing one's
own novelties in back and side
combs.

WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

The

H

Mr. and Mrs.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

James Slaughter,

Proprietors
i.1 XXXXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXA

oiw:x ski'T. t.olil Avenue
et
oil s r iinarter of DuivU

"ill.

Easy Terms
Low Prices

WORK ARSOLUTFLY GUARANTEED.

la the Woman's Club lliilliliug till
Tuition, y:;o s r )inr. of ;tll mvk-- ; 7
iwyulde in advunee. Mis Plitlbriik uiil
ptrnilMT

m

and
fl.S0 up

Miss lMIILHRICK'S
KIXDEKtiARTEX
wn.r,
.
N

mm

Dentist

Extracting.. .50c

Painless
ALL

Buying

CARNES, O. D.

Consult

i

Kami-la- y,

GO.

Ixng- -

Serious Consequences
Continued
I3VE STRAIN?

u--

,t

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquette

j

j

GRANDE

Phone 8

1

Ib'corilcri Vewtcnlay
Heights improvement
Co.. to L. M. Settle, Lot 20. Block, 7.
I'niversity Heights addition. Consideration. $75.
Co.
Sanchez et als to Trust Co.,
o
Class of Severo
America. (New York! grantors'
Mrs. Strongs tea Friinterest in tile Antonio Sedillo land daylleniemlur
uftvrnoon.
grant. The property Involved in this
7 o 3 1
0. 0 o
transfer is
Interest
Te Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel
to the .n
grant, or about Salve penetrates the pores and heila
l'koi in146sand;,cre.
quickly. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
I'niversity

Superior Lumber and Mill Co.

i

out-of-to-

Alvrntlo
H. J. Wltheri-11- .
Denver; Louis p.
Anders n. Heading, Pa.; W. H. Clark,
W.
lf'ilbrook. Arl..;
H. Skillman,
Philadelphia: E. K. Bishop. Los
A. Charles Brown, New York;
N. rt. I'ullings. Pueblo, Colo.; Dave
IIui, Kansas city; o. E. Herman,
I K nver;
Frank W. Beach. Orogrande,

Proprietor

0000000000CC0K30

-

!

Jaguna, a.

UnderBavoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Ik- -

at Kiia

ail day

pa tte:son
unci Btjardiriy
Siler Avenue
Mr.

311-31-

3

Li''e;r-v- '
VtJ

U.

t--

ALliLyrKKQli:.

NEW MEXICO.

t

lc?ilTelephone
-

5T.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

PARE SIX.

STRONG

IS NOT

IN NATIONAL

FORESTS

Man Who Has Whipped Hundreds

Chain borlnin's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, liettcr
Than Three IKxtor.
"Three years ago we had three
octors with our little boy
everything that they could do and
In
seemed
At last when all hope
T
to be gone we began using seemed
Chnm-berlal- n
s Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy ana In a few hours he
began to improve. Today he is as
ealthy a child as parents wish for."
-Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
For sala by all druggists.
u

Washington, D. C,

August 28.- -"
Seelal.) Will C. Barnes of East
Ls Vegas, New Mexico, secretary of
the New Mexico cattle sanitary board
who was recently appointed ns grazing Inspector In the forest service,
will enter upon the duties of his position September 1. Mr. Barne. who
Is thoroughly
familiar
with
the
ranges of Arizona and New
Mexico,
and an authority upon gmsifng conditions in the southwest, will ).vote
the next two months to field Investigations In the southwestern forests
with a view to establ'shlng necessary
reservoir systems upon such of the
national f rests as include
poorly
' atered ranar land which can not
now be utilli J to good advantages
because
the lack of water.
I .
nent Water Supplier
It m tl . intention of the forest
service to devot a considerable portion of the Improvement fund appropriated by congress at Its last session
In developing permanent supplies of
water for stock watering purposes on
such of the national forest ranges as
are now closed to the stockman because of the total or partial absence
of watering facilities. The value of
this work from an economic and a
material standpoint Is realized
by
every stockman.
,Tne Tuning up of new ranges
will afford new settlers the means of
grazing their small bands of stock
away from the overcrowded grazing
lands occupied by longer established and larger stock owners. Increasing the production of stock and adding to the wealth of the communities
concerned.
For an Impaired Amx-tit,.lmPrve the appetite and
strengthen
the digestion try a few
doses of Chamberlain's stomach and
Mr- - J- H- - 8ltz- H,Vie
Tbiets
Mich., says: "They restored my
appetite when Impaired, relieved me
or a bloated feeling and caused a
Zf?Znl an,d satisfactory movement
pies free. AH druggists.
o
.
Pa rH aim
Tor Kent"
I
"tirZ.A etc.,
for sale at th nMn.
The Evening Citizen.

Re-

volts Declaring That Punishment
Accomplishes Only Harm.

Fluctuating Tendency of Past Service Will Devote Much
WecR Over and Prices
Atoney Toward Watering
Steady.
Unwatercd Spots.
Kansas City Stock Yards. Aueust
18. Cattle receipt last week fell oft
considerably as compared with the
previous week but show a (tain as
compared with same week last year.
The msrkpt opened the week strong
tun active on Deer steers, 10 to 15
cents higher on she stuff. 10 to 20
cents higher on stockers and feeders
and 25 cents on calves. However.
alter Tuesday the market had a
downward tendency and the week
closed up with all the gain lost, (trass
steers about 20 cents lower, stockera
and feeders unevenly lower and
aalves dull. The receipts
ony a few cattle from theIncluded
range
country, sales of which averaged Si
to 14.60 for steers and cows at $2.4'i
to $2.75. Western fed steers sold at
IS. B0 to $5.75, and western grassers
at IS.J5. The run today Is 16,000,
market active and 10 cents higher.
Top Is $6.5, nothing toppy Included.
Western steers are active and Arm,
and sell at $4.60 to $5.75, cows $1.75
to $4, calves $4 to $6.50, top calves
today $7, stockers and feeders strong
and active at $3.25 to $4.60 for stockers. feeders at $4.25 to $5 60. Moderate receipts are looked for balance
ef this week. In which event a strong
healthy market will rule.
Supply of sheep and lambs last
week were mostly range offeringsfrom
Colorado, Arizona and Utah. Lambs
sold at $6.90 to $7.25, yearlings up
to $6, ewes $5.25 to $5.50. Kun today Is 6.000, market strong. Lambs
are worth $6.00
to $7.35; yearlings
P to $6. wethers at $5.75.
latter
price paid today, ewes up the
to $5.60.
included In the receipts are a good
many feeding sheep which find a
ready sale.

MORAL SUCCESS
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When they arrested
...
Francisco
KOOa
or tnose suffering
Ponce the Tucson, Ariz., police
if
other uch trouble, I
that they landed the man Z Ih fzema or
mr
known as Juan Ponce, who shot his m thifif."
had "ogling
U8lnff th
wife In Morencl some time ago,
tor. '
some time con- wrote several threatening lettersand
to
Chamberlain'. Salve and
Deputy Sheriff Glen Scott of Graham
county, defying the latter to pursae hf ISV.0..be J?etter tnan anything
For sal, by all drug- lilm.

l8.""
V

Scene at Wilmington Prison, Where
Wilmington. Del., August 2S. A
man's soul has revolted here at the
Infamy of Delaware's medieval Institution of the whipping pust. Warden Asmond S. Meserve, for six
years forced by the duties of his office to lash the blood from naked
backs, has cried out that he can endure It no longer. So he has resign-

ed.

"I would rather hang a man for
murder!" he burst out, smashing the
top of his desk with a brawny
band, "The whipping post is not a
corrective
brings
institution.
It
oat In a man all that Is revengeful

and hateful. My feelings have been
awful beyond description.
I have
simply had to shut my eyes and wield
me tasn.

2a5

In AUmqucrovA

t-

-,

iot.

WITH AMITE MEANS

and rxsunrAssrn facilities
--

Till

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS KVEUY rUOPF.Il ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
$150,000.00

CAPITAL

Offlerrs and Directors:
SOLOMON UNA, President.

,

',

1

W. J. JOHNSON,
Assistant Cil.lhlor.

W. S. RTIUCKLFJL

Vln TrMiltrn ami fnulili'r.
J.

WILLIAM McINTOSII,

O. E.

A. M. BLACKWELL

If

C. BALDItlDGE,

J

CROrVELU

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
-

ALBUQUERQUE

-

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

.

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

Ob

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

omcrrrm ano twrmcTon
'.

JOSHUA S. RATNOtDS
M. W. FLOURNOT
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDS

Have Been Lashed at Post.
BeMeserve Is from Vermont.
fore he came to Delaware he had
never seen a whipping post. He tells
with frightful detail the nausea that
came over him when he was called
to Inflict the first of these barbaric
punishments.
"I was so overcome, he said
and his eyes half turned away as he
spoke, "that I could hardly stand. I
:Dr. Williams' Indian Pi
will cure Blind
.Ointment
cannot describe my feelings. There
FtllA,.l.ntr tLntl
ft...!..
are no words. I felt abhorrence for
what I was about to do. My first FZS? IB I 1 V X thft llhlno..r.i.a n J.
experience was to lash eight men. tl
n Urn
When It was nil over. I was so weak
Iiet. Dr. Willlms'lnfilnnPileOiu-menI could scarcely walk.
it nrprmrwl r.ip PliM.nl !,.. ,
I could do
i
i
ot
nff
the nrivatB mirts kv n,
nothing for th9 rest of the day. I
.un
on r
miiuu.
of man
sleep
couldn't
that night."
ctpt et rrire. 60 centsurueKifUR,
m f 1.00.
WiLLIlWi
"CTIIPIN0 n.. Props.. nrvelandTW.
Meserve says that he. has whiDned V.
236 white and negro men, 40 per
WOK BUJ Br T YATN
OM
.Men

as,

WW

But Dnlly

Growing
The kidney cry for help.
Not an organ In the whole body so
delicately constructed.
Not one so Important to health.
The kidneys are the niters of the
blood.
When they fail lh blood become
foul and poisonous.
There can be no health where there
Is poisoned blood.
Backache U one of the first Indications of kidney trouble.
It Is the kidneys' cry for help.
Heed It.
Doan's Kidney Pills ?re what Is
wanted.
Are Just what overworked kidneys
need.
They strengthen and Invigorate the
kidneys; help them to do their work;
never fall to cure any case of kidney
disease.
Read the proof from an Albuquerque citizen:
Mrs. E. Fournelle, living at 403 S.
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
"I have recommended Doan's Kidney
Pills to a great many of my friends
and acquaintances, and they have
learned of a valuable medicine and,
like myself, appreciate It exceedingly.
Two years ago I took Doan's Kidney
Pills, using In all three boxes, and
was cured of pain In my back, a
trouble which I had for a good many
years. I was also greatly relieved of
rheumatism at the time and have
never been bothered with this complaint since. There is no question as
to the virtue of Doan's Kidneys Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. T.,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
is

','

'

cent white, the number of lashes
ranging from five to sixty. The lash
has nine sharp thongs of hard leather. Every lash leaves Us sheaf of
blood-re- d
marks.
Intern No Good
"If It did any good." cried Meserve. "I would not mind so much,
but the effect Is harmful rather than
helpful."
Of these 235 men. 60 had been
whipped before. Some of them as
many as six times.
A strange feature of Delaware's
cruelty Is that these whlpplns are
practically all decreed by Chief Justice Charles B. Lore, a man described us the very personification of all
that Is gentle and affectionate. Yet
this gentle man Insists that the whipping post does good. He argues that
Delaware, half way
between the
north and south pole, would be the
camping
ground of vagrants
and
criminals were it not for the fear of
the lash.
But Merserve has quit, and now
Delaware must find another officer,
.breast will stir no
on? In whose.
pangs of sympathy at the yells of
stripped and beaten men.
CHYING FOB HELP,

-

-

wednesdat, august
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CATTLE WATER SUPPLIES VIII IPPIIIG POST IN DELAWARE
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A BANK FOR
ALL THE PEOPLEl

ALL THE TIME
STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
2nd mod Old

Thrills and Throngs!

Carnival and Confetti!

THE BIG FAIR

New Mexico's

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Twenty-Sevent- h

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

OCTOBER
7 to 12
ALBUQUERQUE. KEffINCLUSIVE
MEXICO
"FIGHTING
THE FLAMES"
At Coney Island First,

ALBUQUERQUE

White City Next, and at Denver Now

SKSili;

Preent a wonderful drama of
ame.,
thrilling re,cue.-A- ll
oulburf
of the marvel-,- l
A
rC dePlartmentJ M"8 two lreet an
ny building.; two fire
V policemen nC 50k and ,adder ne Patro1 waon- - one automobile,
ninety actor.-- A city in itself. Al.o the
met-oTfVa-

a,aIT' an

Hatchet-Rtisse- ll

!?

"OLD RELIABLE.

a PUTNEY

!THE WHOLESALE CROCER

Carnival Company

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrira the

The Biggest Carnival Week Ever Seen in a Western City

lare.t

and afoat Exclusive Stock of Stade Orocarl..
In tha Southwaac

FARM AND

RAILWAY RATES, HALF FAR El OR BETTER
JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ESTABLISHED 1171.

Lm

Ten Shows and Three Free Acts

J. A. WEINMAN
President

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

The Most Thrilling Spectacle of Today
tHe ,ame n?anagement!

X

Wholesale Grocers

Annual
Territorial Fair Association

rtltltif h"Jt?V I

2nd mad Cold

FREIGHT WAGONS

RAILROAD AVENTJE.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

J

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

oiakf th
r,
ibe
caire Irs
liliu
and the wurrle fewer
tek-plM-

duties

I OC

NExl)

A

The

telephone

preoervea

roar healtii, prolong
and protect

TELEPHONE

EV

your Ula
your houie.

YOCR 1IOMR

THE COLORADO TELCPHONE CO.

1
WEINES1.VV.

J

AVfit ST

2.

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

1907.

GREAT TEMPERANCE WAVE

Georgia in Lead and Other States Are
Expected to Follow in Eliminating Whiskey.

lv

r--

MONEY to LOAN

Hoke Smith

And. aDart from all religious con
vlctlons, aside frum the tremendous
influence of the women or ine souin
bition.
it was be- thJs nrohibltion wave would never
When Georgia went dry,whiskey-inducehave attained Its bianesa If there
d
cause of the menace of
to these the Incrime among the negroes and had not been added
creasing
belief In the minds of the
was
the
the lower class of whites. It
meu. the hard, practical.
state's eloquent reply to the Atlanta business
d
bankers and lawyers
riots. And not in Georgia alone, but
and
Jurists and capitalists that the
through all the south the prohibition
south lay in me coraw
wave Is sweeping like a giant brome. peril of the
in the wake of the presidential mock-rak- nation of Ignorance and whisky.
cry
that "Prohibition does
The
It is believed that Georgia's
has lost Its appll
example is bound to be followed by prohibit" for oncestormy
days of the
ration. The last
other states of the section.
brought, occurred
legislature
Never was Georgia disrupted as r.enreia
to that of
contrast
striking
scene
in
a
she was in the recent struggle. The
riots, for thousands of
Savannah Clearing House association the Atlanta
Into the streets. King
protested, the seaport towns went in DeODle swept
way
arms, many of the greater business Ine and shouting, making theirHenry
big statute of
to
finally
the
in
opposition,
but
Interests Joined the
of Gradv. on Merleta street and there
spite of a spectacular campaign
to the wQemp
obstacle and filibustering "the Hardeman-C- pledging their honor
passfinally
ovington
tion of Georgia s name.
bill was
Kcirreirated
ed, a sweeping prohibition measure.
In Atlanta, as In other southern
ii, iking illegal the ronnu&unure, sale
Ips
as well as the Un
neeroes
the
and barter of liquors and Intoxicating
Nar
throughout the state, and educated whites are segregated.
drinks
part row. dlrtv streets spring up from
Smith, although
Gov. Hoke
sa
filthy
accommodation,
and
owner of the oalatial Piedmont ho their
mushroom's over night,
tel, the nude goddess In whose bar loons rise like
the quality
is famous the country over, has af- where In many of themmignt
almost
of the drink dispensed
fixed his signature.
on
poured
the raw
cancer
if
cause
1st,
The bill takes effect January
drink
such
with
Inflamed
flesh.
next
reekln
animated bv class feeling,
Wholly Dry
poor
negro
and
the
Maine. Kansas and Georgia, are with Idleness,gothe
out Into the fields o
now the three states of the union white alike
Every nearo saloon had it
which are wholly dry. But in North crime.
arestest enemy to
Carolina a majority of the counties npern rlub. the satisfactory
labor in
and
safety
public
omers.
ore dry. with dispensaries in
South Carolina has dispensaries. Al the souin. a new way to fight crime,
It is not
abama is expected to follow Georgia.
Georgia Is setting an exampi
There are onlv a few wet towns in but
common
southern
other
dry
which
more
Kentucky
has
Tennessee.
wealths are sure to follow.
counties than wet ones.
clear-heade-

Will Beck, a young miner at Tucson. Ariz., took five drinks Saturday

When he
awoke later. Beck was shy $50.
Two Japs, arrested at Douglas,
Ariz., for being illegally in the United
States, escaped Sunday, but were recaptured yetterday at Blsbee.

night with a companion.

by
was
killed
lightning Tuesday while working at
a hay camp near Artesia. N. M. He
was 23 years old and his former
home was Neleigh, Neb.
Caught beneath the wheels of his
wood wagon, on which he had bnn
riding. JoKe Gastelum. one of the
pioneers of Tucson. Ariz., met Instant
death yesterday at Tanque Verde.

Harry Mallony

V

Tucson, Ariz., will have the finest
labor day celebration on Sunday and
and 2nd, that
Monday, September
was ever known in that city. This fact
of the
was assured at a meeting
people who have the big affair In
charge.

lt

:Mr. Madellna Valdez de Mestas, ofa
resident of Santa Ke and wife the
Juan Mestas, died last nightwasof over
infirmities of old age. She
75 years old and has been ailing for
gome time.
She leaves a husband,
two sons, one daughter uiul several
grandchildren.
The purchase of 16U acres of land
of .the city limits
of Tucson. Arizona, along the Main
road, is tne nm
Oracle
moth and
step towards the erection there of 4
big industrial school by that diocese
of the Catholic church.
"I am tired of It all and am
through. Till mother." With these
words on her lil, Jusie Bell, a resident of the red light district, Tucson.
Colls
Ariz., placed a large
the
revolver to her breast and pulled
trigger, sending a bullet crushing
through her heart.
Lee Abbott, a pioneer miner of Arizona, died at the county hospital at
Jlisbee. Ariz., last night of miners'
. otiKiiini.tlon. with which he had been
afflicted for several years, alt hougn
he was In fairly good health a week
ago. Several days ago he became
seriously ill and was removed to the
It was not learned
county "hospital.
yesterday that he had a son,
John Abbott, who was working at the

three miles north

4

V

R.R.

and

FOUND
LOST
FOR SALE Nice gentle saddle "ponf.
W. H. McMillion, 211 West Gold
LOST An opportunity If you did not
avenue,
use these columns.
modern
SALE Five-rooFOR
house, most fashionable district In FOUND Through The Albuquerque
city. Cheap If sold at onee. B. N.
Citizen.
Citizen.
chain and
FOUND Gold watch
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
charm. Owner can have. ame by
property
proving
at this office.
built house, with 160 teet front
ground. Inquire 915 North. Sixth
street. Owner.
TUTOR
FOR SALE A first Clfl8 unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and A COLLEGE ATHLETE wishes a
return. Address 'Ticket," care
position as a tutor em a ranch.
Citizen office.
Address K. F. C, Amarron. New
Alex.
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
Dav 6 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise In
this column.
BEGUN ON
FOR SALE 102 MaiMe avenue, lot WORK
Rnil all Improvements thereon,
$1,500 cash, li. O. T. Apply
RIO B01TO PROJECT
mi premises.
FOR SALE: Half Interest in estab
lished poultry business. Bred-t- o
Carrlzozo, N. JL. August 28. The
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
u
prop.. 12th street and Mountain engineers attached to the Southwest-erRailway company, who for sevroad
engaged
in
haw been
frame house, eral months
FOR SALE
a pipe line from the unith
cellar, barn: shrd, shade trees, surveying
Hon! to to Carrlzozo,
Kto
of
the
fork
vines, corner Easn Copper and Lo huve completed their
maps and draw-lug- s
cust. $800. $600 cash, B. O. T. E
camp on tb Inwent
Into
and
avenue.
A. Cantrel, 102 llarble
dian divide Thursday. Their business
frame house, un the divide in for the purpose of
FOR SALE
cor
yaJJ,
house,
out
barn, chicken
ar.rveying aud drawing plans feu- temner East and Cromwell, $1,000, porary tracks and switches on which
Gibson mine, and W was summone
$8 00 cash, B. O. T.
E. A. Cantrel, lo run cars containing material for
by telephone, arriving here about ten
102 Marble avenue.
dam which Is to be
the ninety-foueain. FOR SALE
minutes alter nis lamer a
an the south fork, and
Special low rates. To built this fall
The wife of the deaeased, who reside
v
thirtv-fiof thirty-inc- h
miles
also
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
at Alameda, Cal., was not noime
the water from
City. One way or round trip tic- iron piping lo convey
owing to the impossibility of usln
o
Carrlzozo and other
kets furnished In any part of th .ihe reservoir
the telegraph.
A wagon
United States. Low rates to Cali- points on the main line.
of the tracks
terminus
the
from
road
4
buy.
U
B
us
Moore's
See
fornia.
on
foot
strong
movement
the reservoir aill also
There Is a
site
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue. to the
among the business men of Globe,'
the work of building
Member American Ticket Brokers" be surveyed and
Ariz., and which It Is expected will
will b commenced
It
grading
and
Association.
com-il
days.
Not withstanding
be taken up by the cham.ber of
within ten
an
at
ine
protests
merce, to make
1 legal
filed by the water us
exhibit
coming territorial fair at Phoenix
ers along tne iionito against Lne railNOTICE OF 3HSSOLITIOX
road monopolizing the waters of that
that will outdistance the In showing
company seems deterthe ter- -,
made by any otheT county
Wlilard, New Mexico, August 2. stream, the
take It, and
ritory.
1907. Notice Is thereby given that mined to gu ahead and lnjarnd.
the partnership heretofore existing pay damages to those
.t. B. Lewis, a young business man' between W. D. Mtzgar and Manuel
firm OT
of Douglas, Ariz., Is missing. Wheth-'- l Gonzales. Jr., under the
er he has voluntarily dropped out of Metzgar & Oonxaies. Is this day dls- - INIEMJUfOR HEARD
consent,
o
ved bv mutual
ine saia.
the sight of his aiany acquaintances
or has retired from active business Manuel Gonzales retiring and the' !
FROM IN VANCOUVER
the
there to lead a simpler life away; said W. D. Metzgar continuing pay
will
from the turmoil of that busy smell- business. W. D. Metzgarowing
V..- outstanding
accounts
probmetropolis
is
nil
a
ing and railroad
--S. Moll
El Paso. Tex.. August 28.
he said firm and will collect mil
lem his many friends have been trytemuyor, the missing Jefe of Juarez,
debts due to it.
ing to solve.
ST. Gonzales. Jr.
July 'i'i
Monday.
on
disappeared
who
W. D. Metzgar.
is now In Vancouver, lirui.su uoium
At the present time much attention
to a telegram sent by
bla. according Monte-mayoIs being directed to the reclamation
Is Juarez
him to Mrs.
and agricultural development of the
Sunda.v.
Sa Simon valley, forty miles east of
was
In
telegram
code
form. It
The
men
Douglas, Ariz. Douglas business
Is said, which Is believed
it have
have formed what will be known as
by
Montemayor
before
been arranged
the San Simon Land company and
he left Juarez.
they are now at work In the Immedi(he
by
Juarez
made
been
has
Effort
on
the
station,
ate vicinity of Apache
officials to get some trace of MonteEl Paso & Southwestern railway with
mayor, but since he was at L s Ana well boring outfit, the object being
geles nothing has been heard from
the development of artesian water in
lim.
that rich agricultural section.
After leaving Juarez in a carriage
Montemayor is supposed to have driv
Navajo Indian Agent J. E. Maxwell
en to Anapara, a small station on the
He says
was in Wlnslow recently.
Southern Pacific, where effort was
that Leupp will soon be the scenegov-of
made to flag 3 be westlbound train
active building operations, the
Failure to stop the train resulted In
ernment having let a contract for the
Montemayor driving to I'elea, a sta
construction of about $w,000 worth
tion on the El Paso & Southwestern,
of school buildings. The successful
(iw-eand at that polt the mayor of Jua- bidder for the work was James
rez boarded a train en route to Jisof Los Angeles.
The main buildbee.
ing will be one story and on the old
!! continued his westward Journey
Spanish mission style, with the latWin-sloBenson and ws later een at Tuc
to
est modern conveniences, etc.
son on a Southern Pacific train and
Mai!.
later he was heard from in Los An
geles.
Frank Foust, the young miner who
from
Vancouver
The . telegram
mysterlHUsly disappeared from Globe
shows that he went up the coast Into
last December, was not foully dealt
Canada, evidently with the Idea of
with, as was feared at the time, but
getting as far away as possible fron
he
is alive and well. Furthermore,
Mexican authorities, whom it Ju;
UtUc want ad now and the
believed M'inteiiiavor fears because
of aliened smuggling transactions in
Her and incidentally another name
I.ai-getting wheat from ihe United Slutej
Sunday a troop of cavalry from
then.
into Mexico without basing duty.
Fort Apache was In Globe on the
Montemayor was granted 3u days'
way to Phoenix on a practice march. Is helpful
wisest
to
the
men.
leave of absence by th ufliiials of
It was Troop C of the Fifth United
was
with
cavalry
and
Ucx.. but Iik that time
Foust
Chihuahua.
States
the soldiers. He was reeojrntzed as It sees the people you should Acting Governor Sanchez has appoint
ed Mayor Mateus of Cast Grandes
Ihe troop entered the city' by sevof
the
tulse charge of
affairs
eral of his former friends but he
know
Juarez, and that ohiiial Is now in
turned his back to them. Later after
the troop had made camp at the foot
chaiR".
of Cedar street several young men And helps to make your bus
l ife Insurance.
acquainted
who were well
with
cents you can now
For twenty-fiv- e
Foust while he lived here visited
yourself
and family agalnM
Insure
iness grow.
the camp and he admitted to them
any
an attack of
from
results
bad
his Identity.
he
He told them that
colic or diarrhoea during the rum
under
the
had entered the army
name of Frank Smith, but gave no
nier months. That is the price of a
reas-obottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
for his hasty departure from
era and Diarrhoea Remedy, a inndl- here, hi change of name, nor did he
il
ctne that has never been known to
explain why he had kept his
fail. Buy it now. it may savs Hie.
lives and friend In Ignorance of his
For sul by all druggist.
wheree'ut.
m

$2.-iU- 0,

-

J. C. Hill of Roswell, was found
dead at a hotel in Elida. N. M., Monday. Heart failure caused his death.

Look for the Label
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Occidental Life Balldlng.
Telephone; 886.

ESTATE

REAL

HAW LEY

The Leading Stationer.

bRo.V

DRS. BRONSOX

Physicians

Homeopathic

.

St-

Si'

P, Matteucci

-

riRST CLA8B SHOEMAKER

geons. Over Vann's Drug Store,
riione, Office and Rea., 828.

A NO

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Room 3 and S, Harnett Building,
Over O'IUelly'8 Druir store.
Appointments made by mall.

EDMtXD

741.

3. ALGER, D. D. 8.

TAILOR
New airuais of finest Foreign Materials; handsome line in browns, the
leading shade for the coming season.
N. T. Armljo Building.

Highland Livery
Saddle horse
a specialty. Bet
drivers in the city. Proprietor
'Sadie," the picnlo wagon
RAMBROOK BROS.
112 John Street
Phone 596.

1,00
MQ

A. Montoya
Wf st Gold Ave.

i n is
Hate
Trimmed

Office,

R. W. D. BRYAN

FANCY DRY GOODS

Attorney at Law.

Stamping Done to Order.
Material for

First National Bank Building,
Alubquerque, N. M.

Household Goods
Keep busy until you find

Star Furniture Co.
Atoeraue

m
-

New Msxic

Alubquerque, N.

Til.

Attorney at Law.

at Santa to, n. k
Auxust 19. 1107
Noting Is hereby given that Desi
derlo Carabalal. of Atrteeo, N. U
has 01d notice of his Intention to
make Xlial five year proof In support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Kntry
No. 7I6, made September ZD, luz
sec
for the E 4 NE i . K H SE
tion 311. Township 11 X. Kange 2 W.
be
will
proof
made be
and that said
fore H. T.. S. Otero. V. B. oourt com
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
October 6. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation of, the laaid, viz:
Juan Haea v Anova. Romultt Chav
ez, Juan Capias, Donaciano Ttpla, all
of Atrisco, V. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Regteter.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior. Land Of
31., August 21
flee at Santa r e,
l 07.
hereby
Is
Kiven that Miguel
Notice
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque. r. M
has tiled notice of his intention t
make dual five year proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead i.ntry
No. S473. made May 25, 1906, for
the K'-a- SWV4. Lois 3 and 4. Section
ION'., Itauge 6E., and
7. Tuvwishlp
before
that kdld proof will be made County
Probate Clerk of BernaJllio
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October i,

i.

and

Office, 115 North
ALBCQUKRQTJK.

First

SC

N. IC

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights, I
LI VERT, SALS, FEED AND
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
TRANSFER STABLES.
Marks, Claims.
Horse
and Mule Bought and Ex32 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C.
changed.

B. A. SLEYSTER

!

t

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad ana
Copper Avenue,

Don't Forget The

Insurance, Reel FMatc, Notary
Pnbllc.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Rooms IS and 1, Cromwell Block, TRE OLDEST MILL IN
THE CTTT.
Albuquerque, N. M. Plione 13.
When In need of aasb, door, frames
etc Screen work a specialty. 49,
South First street. Telephone 408.
A. E. WALKER

lire

Thos. F. Keleher

laRorance.

Secretary Mutual Bnlldhs; Association ooe Gallon Covers 600 Sqoare
Fee.
ZI7 west uentral Avenue.
KOOF FAINT
Stops Leaks, Last Five Tears.

r.iui t.rit
JAP-A.LA-

FOR

lice

Gold

MAUGER
VJOOL
with Raub
Manger

IRA M. BOND

PrWJCATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of-NOTICE

224 W.

Wilson

W. E.

Office Cromwell Block,

Ave.

1

C

DOBSON

Attorney at Law.

Whc you

want to buy, sell.
rent or exchange

FANCY WORK
Mrs, M.

E. W.

INSURANCE

.214 W.

,

1
0 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
"v
1:30 to 5 p. m.
8c
For the Next Ten Days
Appointments made by mall.
Cost to Close Oat
Thone 456. At Less Than
306 West Central Ave.
Summer Stock.
MISS C. P. CRANE, Millinery and
Dressmaking Parlors, 513
LAWYERS
North Second St.

Office hours,
804

rtrtt

L. C. GIELITZ
7

DENTISTS

Phone

REPAIRER

MONT, tOB North

OJVsTaTM

DR. C. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon,
rtiwjns 4 and ft Harnett Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, a to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

600
of land
Six room 'house. West
.
.
.
3,500
New York avenue
Six room house. West
MarqoAtte avenue . . . 1,800
FOR RENT.
Six
rootn brick hovne,
cellar.
bath.
Fourth
ward
$20.00
Apartments In Hope Rata,
two to six rooms, mod
ern conveniences, $! to 20.00
Fonr room brick bouse.
hath, cellar. Fourth ward 23.00
Seven room nrlck house,
modern, furnished or
close in.
rooms for lighthouse- TIirr
kerMtng, close In
15.00
Five room frame.
First
20.00
ward
Mrn-to loan In rums
n suit.
215

On the Comer

Rooms

1

street
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
mile north of town . .
Three room liouse, furnished complete, two
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre

E. Central

Eastman Kodaks

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
good trnrden
"rc
room
laiu I and 1
, .$
alxwle house
Three room hosise, fonr
lout, North Fourth

202

French Bakery Co.

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs. I
loan Kodaks tree.

ill

nt

Railroads are directing their European representatives to route immigrants to New Mexico.

BREAD

riiyslolan and Surgoon

Pro-prlet-

Ga.. August 28 The south
.hs begun to fight crime with prohi-

opics

BUTTERNUT"

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic

CARDS

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

PERSONAL PROPERTY IiOANS.
WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
FOR RENT Light, airy
and waitresses; also good cooks,
rooms for rooming or light
wages.
good
foreman;
section
opening
rooms
housekeeping.
All
Collmrn's
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
Employment Agency
and up. Minneapolis House, 624
Phone) 4R0 On
100 West Silver Ave.
South Second. A. T. Divjre,
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
WANTED Intelligent nctUe boy lor Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
leui'ti
Appij
tiaile.
olllee work to
FOR RENT Three rooms furnished
also on SALARIES AND WARS
at till- - ofllce.
for housekeeping at 302 South Sec- HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tit
ond street, $12 per month.
to
WANTED Capable
salesman
and as high as 1200. Loans art
staple
line
with
cover
Mexico
New
furnished
RENT
Fleasanl
FOR
private
High commissions with $100.00 quickly made and tostrictly
room to lady In good health. 628
on year glvso
monthly advance. Permanent posi- Time: On month
South Arno street.
possession
tion to right man. Jess H. Smith Goods remain In your
FOR'RENT Any number of rooms
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Our rates arc reasonable. Call an
furnished to suit tenant. Also five
room cottage nicely furnished, with WANTED A wash woman. Apply sea us before borrowing.
909 Eleventh Street.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
piano. Apply 110 East Coal ave
nue.
WANTED Three bell boys at th Steamship tickets to and from a
Alvarado hotel.
parts of the world.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish
ed front room, near business cen WANTED ? You can get It through
Booms S and 4, Grant Bid
Corner
ter: rates reonable.
this column.
803 v, West Railroad Are,
Sixth and Railroad. Apply atrear, WANTED Girl for general housePRIVATE OFFICES, j, -cottages,
'
FOR RENT Several small
Good
Open Evening.
work.
Cook preferred.
houaekeep
all tilcelv furnished for
wages. Mrs. A. B. McGaffey, 1123
Hot
B.
Jemes
Block,
In. J.
Tijerss avenue.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLD
Springs, N. M.
WANTED QliT For general house-wornicely
'A
furnished
few
RENT
FOR
class wages to right
AND EXCHANGED
first
rooms, with use of bath, very reaparty. Call 624 Copper avenue, af
Mtseelatloa Offloi
p. m. Mrs. Hoot, rutney.
sonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralgo.
ter
TiaasaetlanM
Silver avenue, between First and WANTED Ladles desiring Millinciy
Second streets.
Caarmnfto
at less than cost to call on MUs
need
people
More
who
RENT
FOR
Second street.
Crane, 612 North
or a rancn, will
a house,
Millinery and dressmaking parlors. ROSENFIEID'S,
U8W.R.R.Me
see this ad today, than even a real
also apprentices wanted.
estate agent could Interview In a WANTED Situation. Outside work
long time.
by a young man who Is a hustler
to 8 rooms.
FOR R ENT Houses
ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
and willing to work. Address Box
Double flat, 15 rooms; also JO room
C. F. D., csre citizen otnee.
rooming house. W. H. McMIUlon. WANTED Situation.
Toung man,
BUREAU
West Gold
real estate broker,
23 years of age, desires permanent
avenue.
position with a good reliable firm.
206 8. Sacond Street
ROOM FOR
RENT Corner Gotd
Have had three years' general of
and Walter. Suitable for teachtr
fice experience as bill clerk on a
or pupils. Southeast corner.
typewriter and can furnish refer
Wanted-- Ar
Once, Servant Girl
ence If desired. Plense address
Box C. L. L., enre Citizen office.
FOR SALE

Atlanta,

u

.

These Ads Reaclh. More People Daily Than You Can $ee in a Month
FOR RENT

I

SEVE.

-

I FI

k,

Territorial

PAGE

i.

(O IL

IS SWEEPING OVER SOLID SOUTH

CITIZEN.

M. L. SCirCTT

O.

408 Watt Rallraad Awanaa

Real Estate and Lonne.
TOT! A ORAOI
Agent for the Travelers Insurance!
Company, Hartforo, Conn., Life audi Dealers In Orsceries, Provisions, H
company I urain ana Fuel.
Accident. Ttie strongest
Imported Wine Liquor
writing accident Insurance
In
the nM Un
and Cigar. Place your order fe
orhl.
int una with us.
219 South Second Sstreet.
NORTH TH -.-D BT

'

MISCELLANEOUS
WMJdAM

WALLACE

THIRD STREET

Meat Market

M'CLELLAN

Justice of the Peace, PreHiict
No. 12. Votary Public.
Collection.
fWtin 221 North
Street.
RchiiW-nc723 North Fourth Street,
e

Alubquerque, N. M.

THOS. K. D. MADDISOX
Notary Public,
Office with W. It. Chlldcrs,
117 Wewt OoM Avenue.

AU

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Ma
Steam Sausage Factory.
EM1L

KIJENWOR--

Masonic Building. North
THORNTON'

r

Tl.--

CO.

EXPERT HOUSE CLEANERS.
131 N. 3rd St.
Stove rcpalrine. noUslilmr ami cot- ting up a specialty. We hire oulr
the most experienced helo hi our
pretis line.
Phone, Office 460. :: Kes. 20,

HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
BOnPFRS,
St urges' cafe. Is prepared
to give
thorough scalp treatment, do half
dressing,
corns,
treat
bunions
and In1H07.
growing nails.
INIirilTAKFR.
She give massage''
He names the following witnesses
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs,
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Bambini's own preparation of complexion
cream
up
Gallegos,
Chavez.
Darlo
builds
the skin and
Frediio
Improves the complexion, and U
Vence'ado
Jaramlllo.
Jose IJon
F. W. SPENCER
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
lirlcgo, sit of Albuquerque. N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Register.
and prevents dandruff and hair fallArchitect.
ing out; restores life to dead hair;
Bring us your jot) v?ortt. Prices
removes moles, warts and superfluous
very
will
lowest and the work
the
49 mid 17, Harnett lluildiiii;. hslr. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of th
stand Inspection anywhere. Business I'.oiinn
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
Albuquerque, N. M. Phoue S5S.
and calling cards a special.
.

jfffissKwjn
nXJSmMmjQ
PAGE

SCHOOL SHOES
up-to-da-

te

GIRLS' SHOES

Vici Kid. Box Calf or Pettent Kid Uppers, Light,
Medium or Heavy Soles.

1

to

8

8

to 6

2V4

BOYS' SHOES

Kangaroo Calf, Box Calf or Colt Skin. Uppers,
Strong Soles, Full Length Vamps.
4 to

to

13

2!i to

$1.25 to $1.85
$1.50 to $2.25
$1.75 to $2.50

13
3

5i

personal

I

PAHAOnA,...H
Mr. and Mrs. (icrirne KiimllfT arrived thl morning from Kl I'nso.
Mr. John lierker nnd mm, of Helen, are In the city vloitlng ami Mhop-1'li-

this

Mex-

ico.

Iturel.i, a prominent ranchmnn
of San Rafael, is reKlstered at the
Craig hotel.
Frances
Mrs. Lesem.in and Miss
LeKeniiin. of San Marrtul, are regis-- i
tered at the Sturges.
Mr. Frank Delaney, of West Cen-- j
tral avenue, left l"t evening on a
pleasure trip to Denver.
Miss
Mis. W. H. Ulxhel
and
nianrhe Rlshel. of Valverde, N. M..
city
today.
are visitors in the
Kd Johnson
anl wife returned
morning
from a three
home this
weeks' pleasure trip to California.
Armljo,
Probate
Sheriff Perfecto
Judge Jesus Romero and J. M. San- doval were passengers for Santa Fe
K.

WU.1

$1.00 to $1.85
1 1.25 to S2.25
$1.75 to S2.50

11

II !i to

III'JI IMIIft.

Dr. W. O. Tight, president of the
university, returned to the city this
morning from a trip to the southern
part of the territory.
Mrs. Downs,
a
who
conducts
rooming house and millinery store
at Winslow, Arlr.., Is in the city on
business and pleasure.
Mrs. O. W. Harrison and children
and Mrs. M. S. otero, who have been
summering in California, are expected home the latter
part of this
week.

Hon. Frank W. Beach, of
N. M., Is registered at
the
Alvarado.
Mr. Reach was a prominent republican member of the lust
territorial legislature.
Col. V. S. Hopewell was a passenger for Santa Fe this morning.
The colonel expects to proceed from
Santa Fe to Raton, and will probably
return to Albuquerque on Friday.
John R. Grant, of the Grant Bros.
Construction company, arrived In the
city last night from Los Angeles, C'al.
He left this morning to Inspect some
work of hi company on the Belen
Oro-grand- e,

If in Need or rixtures

ft.

Call on

g

Reliance Electric Co.

cutoff.
Miss Nina Porter, Miss Klla
Miss Belle Sower, Miss Jessie
Hammond and Misa Katie Fisher
went to Isleta last evening on train
No. 1 to spend the night with Miss

Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

P

I

May-Bang-

We Have the Largest Stock of

Sals and returned to the city thla
morning cm train No. 10.
Frank Romero, a prominent sheep
raiser of Dlnoblll, Socorro county, Is
In Albuquerque visiting friends and
relatives and buying supplies.
Air.
Romero says that considerable rain
has fallen in his part of the country
recently ana that stock Is In line condition.
Hon. n. L: ' Baca, speaker of tho
lower house of the Jast territorial legislature, who has been spending several days in the city talking politics,
will be a southbound passenger tonight. Mrs. Baca and Miss Maud
Harding, who accompanied Mr. Baca
here, will return to their home at
Santa Fe tonight.
Henry Westerfeld, the cigar manufacturer, left this mornint for the
east, accompanied
by
his family.
Mr. Westerfeld Is going to Norfolk,
W. Va.. to attend the annual convention of the Eagles as a delegate from
New Mexico,
and Mrs. Westerfeld
and children will visit at their old
home at Decatur, III.
The Misses Esther and Pernllla
Rundqulst,
of Silver City, passed
through the city this morning
en
route to Black Hawk, Colo., where
they will visit relatives a few weeks.
Miss Esther Kundqulst has been man.

Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

THE VAGNER

Plumbers

You
ijyjU

3Vy

,

321-32-

HARDWARE
W. Central

3

GO.

Tinners

Avenue

flliv

Every

wF.nnsiAv. august 2. wt.
'

I

Lou
returned
Pchocnecker
morning from a pleasure trip to

We want to supply your demand for Children'
Shoes and have made extra efforts to get together the
most reliable and
stock we have ever handled. Shoes that not only look good, but are good, inside as well as outside. They fit well and will stand
the hard wear they are sure to be put to. Lowett
prices consistent with reliability. Your money back
if you are not satisfied.

CITIZEN.

ETENDfG

RLBCTQUEIIQUE

ETG1TT.

ager for the Western Union Telegraph company at Silver City for the
past six mouth but being a union
operator, went out with the rest of
the union when the strike was declared.
K. J. Romberg, who recently resigned as a
with M. Man-del- l,
avenue clothing
the Centml
merchant, will leive tomorrow evening for Kansas City, accompanied by
Mr. Konvberg expects to
his wife.
return to Albuqjeniue In the near
future and open a gents furnishing
g mds house.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. O'RIeny are
entertaining Mr. and Mrs. N. K.
d
Ferguson of I.os Angeles, who
last evening on the flyer from
the west. After a visit of several days
here, the Fergusons will depart for
their old home In Canada for a visit
to home folks. Mr. o'Rlelly and Mr.
Ferguson
were born at the same
place In Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Rollln, ranch
people from near Bernalillo, were
thrown from their wagon at Bernalillo yesterday afternoon in , a runaway and Mr. Rollin is reported seriously hurt. The team is said to have
become frightened at a passing train.
Mrs. Rollln escaped with
a few
scratches and slight bruises.
The
Injured man is now In Bernalillo In
care of Dr. Clark.
Henry Wolff, the veteran wholesale
Jewelry salesman of San Francisco,
Is In the city on one of his periodical
visits to local merchants. Mr. Wolff
has been coming to Albuquerque for
thirty years. He snld this morning
that he came to Albuquerque, when
he had to take a stage at the depot
new town now stands
here where
and drive to the old town, where the
only jewelry store was then located.
Mr. Wolff was one of the victims of
the San Francisco earthquake and
fire, and since the earthquake
has
been having his headquarters at Alameda. He says that 'Frisco Is rebuilding slowly, the labor' troubles
having much to do with retarding
the work. Probaly
of the
city is rebuilt.
We can supply you with tho best
weurlng children's stockings as well
as with the strongest school shoes.
Our Black Cat brand of holsery Is
unequalled in durability, fit and fast
Light, me.iium and heavy
color.
weight, IB, 20 and 25 cents a pair.
C. May's Shoe Store. 314 West Cen- tral avenue.
"

T.J.

SGHINICK KICKED

BY OTTO BERBER'S

th

one-six-

TV

ArCTION SALES.
Of stocks of all kinds will be made
at Mitchell's Red
twice a month
Barn, on Copper avenue. Mr. Mitchell has decided upon this plan of
disposing of stock owing to the many
demands he has from both purchasers and sellers to handle horses,
mules, vehicles, harness, etc.
The firjt sale will begin Saturday,
August 31st at 2 o'clock p. h.. sharp,
and consists of twenty-fiv- e
native
horses broken to saddle and harness.
They range In weight from 600 to
1.000 pounds each.
This is an excellent opportunity for some of the
city's young folks who are interested
In securing a nice pony, to buy one
at their own price. Other livestock
will also be In the sale. Nothing sold
private.
Mr. Mitchell will
be pleased to
have you list anything In the stock
line with him early, In order that he
may be able to advertise same before
next sale.
Terms of sale, cash, and everything
will positively go' to, the highest bidder. Inspect stock at; Red Barn before gale.
SCOTT KN'IftHT,'

Horseman's Right

Arm
Broken Above

'

t

west.

clothes you like to buy.

We don't know just how you
feel about it; but we can tell you
can't fnd any
one thir.g-yc- u
better clothes than these; there
are none made.

"Regular a tlie Sun."
an expression as old as the rnce.
No doubt the rising nnd setting of
the sun Is the most regular performance In the universe, unless It Is
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New
Life Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists. 25c.
o
The Ladles Aid society of the First
M. K. church, will give a 15c tea at
the home of Mrs. W. W. Strong, 810
Park avenue. Friday afternoon from
3 to 5 o'clock.
Everyone is Invited.
Is

110 South Second St.

ALL THE TIME

109 North First St.

All Kinds of Indian and Mexican Goods. i'bo Cheapest
Place to buy Navajo Blankets and Mixlcan Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly Filled.

J!

I
Shelled Nuts
Fresh Shelled Pecans,
Walnuts and Almonds

Champion Grocery CoA

lense Grinding

::

1

1

.......S.50

Factory

H

Tliorit

Dhnita El

Jl

W. H. HAHN & CO.

m

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

South
Second

& COMPANY

Railroad Avenue
We

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 791

BOYS. THEY ARE FREE

MEAT

A Pair of Patented Stilts
Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchandise amounting to $10.00. Save your sales' tickets and when you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
New Suits for boys are arriving daily, S3.50 to

1

MILLER
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Vjuahty
J

MINE AND MILL
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SUPPLIES

and

I

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

WAGONS
Ameewwrm.l

1

,.w

I

PLUMBERS

HEATING

WORKERS

STOVES

Best Prices Possible

-

EN MEL

L. WASHBURN COMPANY

M

H

M

i

H
H

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
Assured.

vmvtixt

-- -ia

SPORTING
j

TINWARE

113

H
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119-11-
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GOODS

and

.

M

and

SHEET METAL

COOK STOVES

M

H

and

STEEL RANGES

H

... $0.50.

122 South Second 119 West Go id

Every Thing in the
n
Meat Line First Class in m

I

y

HOME COMEORF

K

3

WHITNEY
COMPANY
Wholennle nncl IeJteall
Htirdware

MARKET

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 601

UTENSILS

Let Us Supply Your Needs lot the Fab

UNION

r

COOKING

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

ENAMELED

At Best Possible Prices

THE

DIAMOND PALACE

UVUL!lnl

Between Central end Copper Ave.,

lO

m

.

Green

j

NORTH FIRST STREET

STOVES
RANGES

We want r.o sell your parents the Suit, Shoes,
Hat, Waists and
for school which begins September 3.

8
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a.00
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Done on Premises
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JEWELER11 True
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II Hi Trrivrrr
FINE WATCH R&RAItlNQ

LQMM0R1

Undf-rwea-

a.50

LUMBER MTJUj WOOD.

i

Fancy
(Jrncerlen, Scu.sonulle 1'ruitn nnd

Fre li Meats, Staple and

$6.50

WOOD

Just in.
MONARCH GROCERY CO.

L

FOR CASH ONLY

American Block per ton
Cerrlllos Lump
.
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizes
Clean Gas Coke
Smithing CoaL

I IIU11Q
U(('11 III IIJGIHJ
0
QptX)COOCOC)COC)COCOOOCO

EVERY THING

A Majestic Range is conducive
to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car
load of them on the way. Come in

COME ON

COA

COOOCXXOOOOOOCXXXXXXOCIOCXX)

115-11- 7

VuuiiomU, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Gluts, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square I) al

B

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

INCREASING IN VALCE STEADILY. 15 TO 20 PER CENT. WE
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STONES WE
WILL SELL AT IXWER PRICES
THAN THEY CA BE BOUGHT Ar
WHOLESALE.
VANN JEWELRY CO.
One Door South of Drug Stone.

rf

EtERlII

The Central
Avenue Clothier

SIMON STERN

Exclusive Opticians

ST0VE

1

V

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

When you tiesre Absolut a
Comfort In Property Fitted
Glasses Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

HOmC

!

they're Hart Schaffner & Marx
clothes, because that's the kind
they make.

I

'''

(

sell; and

That s the kind we

if

YIVTV

ff

They cost that's the kind of

T. J. Shinii-k- ,
an active member of
the Albuquerque Gentlemen's Driving
association, was kicked on
arm
at Traction park this morning by a
mare owned by Otto Berger and the
arm broken.
Mr. Shinlck had Just finished exercising his young stallion and was
walkijig around the stable yard when
the accident occurred.
The Berger
mare was being cooled off by a stable
boy In the same lot, and the two
horses got too close together.
The
mare kicked at the stallion but InIt,
hitting
stead of
struck Mr. Shinlck,
who was not noticing the horses clo.se
at hand, but watching the action of
some horses on the track. The arm
was broken Just above the elbow. Mr.
Shinlck called a hack and was driven
to his home on South Broadway,
w'here a physician mended the

tttttt ttttii irtn
fif

Is

Elbow.

Auctioneer

NOTICE
Pr. n. M. Williams
OF.NT1ST
Has moved to rooms 24 and
25. Barnett Bldg. Most modern
electrical equipment In South- - f

Clothes That Are Worth More Than

--

MARE

sar-rive-

.
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